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Frora the Soldiers’ Scout and Mail.

Memorial Day.
BY J . H. HAMER, M. D ., ÇOLLEGEYILLE, PA .

Our sires formed the Ship of State
A Union to endure,
And trusted to this lucky fate
That all the States be true.
We saw how Lincoln at the helm
Performed his duty well,
Through heated passion’s wrangling spell,
And treason’s haughty swell ;
Heard burning words for liberty
From'Phillips’ silver tongue,
The stern appeal each slave to free,
From Whittier’s tender song,
Heard words in days that now are past
From Sunderland* too plain,
And persecution’s counterblast
That rent a church in twain.
And the stripes upon his back
Which Brooks to Sumner gave,
Made in a dastardly attack,
While pleading for the slave.
’Tis not for these, nor one of them,
We celebrate this day,
Who with his speech, or strain, or pen,
Wrought each in his own way.
Like to some noble ship at sea,
Well built and proper planned,
Provided ior emergency,
With some one to command,
When at a distance o’er the main •
There suddenly appears
A hurricane. All art is Vain
To stem it as it nears,
Nor captain o f the ship nor crew
That ship at sea can save.
Nought but a harbor faint in view,
Where breaks in spray each wave ;
If, happily, they enter there,
Where hillocks intervene,
Can safely cast their anchor where
The sea remains serene.
So, when our ship was sore besieged
By treason’s rising wave,
Our patriot bands o f men were leagued
The Ship of State to save,
Whose arms the storm of treason braved
Until the land was free,
And with their life blood ebbing saved
Our ark of liberty.
And now, this blooming month of May,
We-deek their graves with flowers,
Oh, may we ever hold this day,
ForAhese brave men of ours.
*LeRov Sunderland was subjected to trials at
various times by the authorities of his church
for his utterances published on the subject of
slavery.

Three Autumn Days.
BY ELLA H . STRATTON.

The autumn sun -was just rising above
the low, dark cloudbank in the eastern
sky, flooding the earth with a brilliant
beauty, as its rays touched the chang
ing hues of the forest, or lingered lov
ingly among the late garden flowers.
The storm of the night had passed and
earth beamed with an added loveliness.
In through the windows of the “ man
sion on, the hill” came the beaming,
lingering rays of the sun, but, alas 1
they could not bring the life blood
warm to the chill face of its mistress,
although they lighted the dying feat
ures with a rosy hue.
“So much of loveliness without, so
much of sorrow and pain within,” mur
mured the weary watcher, as she drew
the silken curtains, as if to hide the
beauty and gladness.
Lillian Sinclair moved uneasily on
her pillow, as sire said faintly :
“Don’t, mother dear, don’t shut out
the sunshine. I shall never see it rise
on earth again. Raise me higher, Roland,
raise me in your arms. Let me feel
their loving pressure as the dark bil
lows of death overwhelm me.”
• Roland Sinclair raised his dying wife,
and pillowed her bright head upon his
breast. Only one short year of wedded
happiness ! Now both knew this was
the last embrace, yet both strove to
crush their own pain for the sake of the
other.
A little bird in the great oak by the
window began a wild, sweet song, and
the mother turned aside to hide her
bitter, rebellious sorrow.
“Do not grieve for me,” said the
dying wife, as she caressed her hus
band’s face with one soft hand. “Dq
not grieve for me, dear. You are young,
and life is sweet, you will marry again?”
The lips quivered, and an accent of
pain was in the faint voice.
“Never !” responded Roland Sinclair
vehemently.
Lillian smiled—such a wan, loving
smile! Did her quickened vision already
scan the distant, hidden future ?
“ Should it be so,” she continued,
“you will not quite forget me; and now,
I have one favor to ask, the last.”
A wee, piping cry sounded from the
curtained crib by the bedside.
“Hand my baby here, mother. I
want to see her ere I die. Roland, will
you call her by my name ? I hoped to
live to guide her through youth, to
teach her life’s lessons, but it cannot
be and I—am content she sank back,
faint and panting, upon her husband’s
breast.
“Lié still, dearest, it tires you to
talk,” he said tenderly.
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Will you call her by my name ?” she
asked, gazing fondly at the tiny baby
face, “and then—”
“Anything you ask, my Lillian,”
answered the broken-hearted man, and
he pressed her to his heart fiercely, as
though he would defy the death angel
that was hovering, oh, so near !
“ And then,” faltered the wife with a
loving smile, “ in the years to come,
when your love is given to another,
when another holds the place that now
is mine alone, .you will love my child
for her name, and shield her from harm
for her niother’s sake.”
'“ Don’t, Lillian !” said her husband
sharply. “Don’t speak to me in that
way. Everything shall be as you wish,
only tell me what you want done, but
don’t talk so.”
Again she smiled—a sweet, far-away
smile, as she softly brushed his face, a
smile that he remembered in those
“years to come,’’ remembered always
with a keen pang of remorse, and she
said softly :
“ I am tired now, lay me down.”
And the little bird sang'on—a wild,
sweet song, that unconsciously brought
peace to their aching hearts.
The sun rose higher and brighter,
and the sorrow-stricken watchers waited
and listened to the steady ticking of
the little clock, that was rapidly telling
the last seconds of a precious life.
The little bird ceased his wild song,
as though he, too, was waiting, as he
twittered softly to his mate in the nest,
and the tiny baby slept peacefully, un
conscious of the loss that shadowed
her life—a loss no earthly friend can
ever replace—the loss of a mother’s
love and care.
A radiance, not of earth, shone on
Lillian’s face as she opened her eyes.
“Mother—Roland—I have seen, and
I am not afraid. Kiss me, I am dying.”
So, with their kisses warm on her
chilling lips, she drifted painlessly into
that higher, truer life that awaits us
all. The light faded from the loving
eye3 as the white lids slowly closed,
but the radiance still lingered on the
cold face, and the little bird began
another song, a low, sad requiem for
the dead, then spread its bright wings
and darted up, up, until it was lost in
the bright blue sky.
Robert Sinclair, watching from the
open window, likened its flight to that
of the pure spirit that had just forsaken
its frail tenement of clay, and drew
consolation from the thought.
Two days later, when the damp
clods fell upon the coffin-lid of his
young wife, he felt that they crushed
under their cruel weight all the sweet,
bright hopes of his manhood ; but time
alleviates the most bitter grief, and
leaving the motherless babe with her
grandmother, he settled his business
affairs, and for four years roamed hither
and thither in restless eagerness to flee
from his sorrow, then his letters be
came calmer and more hopeful.
He no longer spoke of the past, but
of the future. He no longer mourned
for the lost bride of his youth, but
spoke in glowing terms of a Miss Leigh,
in whose party he was traveling.
All this filled Mrs. Campbell’s heart
with gloomy forebodings—fear for Lil
lian’s future, and bitter jealousy for
the memory of that other Lillian, above
whose head the daisies were growing.
Her fears became a certainty, when,
one early autumn day, amid the bril
liant morning loveliness, a back from
the neighboring city stopped before
the door, from which Roland Sinclair
alighted and assisted a slight, dark
woman—a woman whose happy face
and dress were unmistakably that of a
bride.
Surprised that no notice had been
given her, and grieved beyond measure,
she had no welcome for them, but sat
quite still, looking sadly at little Lil
lian, while memory went back to the
day when the mother lay dying in that
very room—only five short years be
fore ! And that scene now arose be
fore her in all its sad, sweet, sSfcWd
details, while she seemed to her whis
pers of love and forgiveness from the
other shore, for the man who had but
fulfilled her prophecy after all.
The door opened, and Roland Sin
clair entered with his bride. J ust at
that moment, by some strange coinci
dence, a tiny bird in the old oak by
the window, began a song, wild and
joyous at first, the sweeter and clearer,
until it ended in a low, sad reft’ain. The
stron man shuddered, and his cheek
grew pale. Just such a wild, sweet
song he had heard once before, on the
anniversary of that day, when his lost
Lillian lay dying on his breast,

Now he had come back to her home
—to her room—to enthrone another
there, as he had made another queen
in his heart. Only five y e a rs! He
glanced at his bride, and her smile dis
pelled the gloom of the past, as her
dark beauty had dimmed the rare,
sunny loveliness—the sweet memory
of Lillian’s face.
“ Mother, this is my wife, Eunice ;
and, Eunice, this is my little Lillian.”
As he pronounced the once loved
name, his lips trembled slightly, and
he pressed the wondering child closer
to his heart, as he remembered the
words :
“ You will love my child for her
name, and shield her from harm for
her mother’s sake.”
Mrs. Campbell greeted the bride
warmly, in spite of her great surprise,
for was not Lillian watching her with
great, wondering eyes ? But no color
came into the calm, dark face, the
cold, black eyes gave no response, save
that of courtesy, and the delicately
gloved fingers barely touched her own
warm hand.
Even the child felt a repelling power,
and crept to the shelter of her grand
mother’s loving arms.
.Twenty years passed quickly away.
Another autumn has come, the hill
sides glow with a thousant brilliant
hues, and the warm sun shines through
a delicious, hazy atmosphere. Mrs.
Campbell has long since paid the debt
of nature and joined her daughter in
the unknown land which awaits ns all.
Roland Sinclair failed to realize in
Lillian’s successor—the slight, cold,
proud woman who ruled his household
right royally—the hopes and plans of
his early married life, and the failure
embittered him. Although not more
than fifty years of age, his hair and
beard are thickly strewn with silvery
threads, and lines of care and disap
pointment are deeply engraved upon
his fine face.
His chief solace is found in the com
pany of his daughter—his Lillian—who
is the counterpart, in feature and dis
position, of her sainted mother. Al
though other children called him father,
and clustered around him with bright,
dark faces, none of them could fill the
place of his firstborn—his sunny-haired
Lillian.
Of the five children by his second
marriage, but two are living, aged
respectively seventeen and nineteen
years, beautiful, fashionable girls, the
idols of their ladylike mother. Ever
jealous of Lillian, she has kept her as
much from society as possible, that her
pure, etherial loveliness might not dim
the more earthly beauty of her own
daughters, but even she was forced to
recognize her rare intellectual gifts as
superior to those of her fashionable
sisters.
The love dream of youth must come
to us all, with its bliss or sorrow. Lil
lian had hers, and it was past. While
attending Madam A----- s’ fashionable
seminary she formed an attachment for
Howard Lee, a man woithy in every
respect, but hasty in judgment, and it
was the same old story of a jealous,
slighted rival, this time found in the
person of her room-mate, who loved—
or fancied she loved—Mr. Lee, and
tried to; win him for herself. There is
no need to give the details, the result
was satisfactory to the schemer, inas
much as she caused a separation.
Lillian returned to her home, purer
and sweeter from the effect of a sorrow
bravely borne, and hid a cherished
memory in her heart, while administer
ing to the comfort of others. She seldom
saw her step mother and sisters, except
at meal-time. Mrs. Sinclair was too
well peleased with her evident distaste
for society to strive to draw her from
her retirement. Thus the days passed.
One morning a liveried footman left
cards at the door, and the house was
instantly in an uproar, or at least; so
far as Mrs. Sinclair and her beautiful
daughters were concerned.
“ So like Mrs. Lee to give a grand
ball to introduce that son of hers. Great
catch, too ! His uncle left him an
immense fortune, and besides, he is an
only child. I want you to look your
best, girls. If one of you could manage
to get him----- ”
“ Rest assured, mamma, I shall to
the best I can,” said Beatrice.
“And if you fail I ’ll try ,” laughed
Eleanor, “ mamma says we must have
him in the family.”
Mrs. Sinclair went on thougtfully :
“ I think Beatrice had better wear
blue- velvet with lace overskirt and
pearls, but you must wear green and
emeralds. Ring for Lisette, and order
the carriage while I get carte blanche

from your father. Your costumes must
be faultless if money can make them
so. There is not much time to prepare,
but we will get Miss Smithson to come
here, and Lillian will help her. Of
course, she will not go.”
Hi
Hi
.
’7,'
>7
Hi
Of course she would not, shé seldom
went anywhere, yet; as the carriage
rolled away, she felt a strange unrest
and longing, a longing she could not
account for. She seated herself before
the grand piano and played tune after
tune, with a hope of banishing it,.but
with poor success.'
“I t ’s only because of the name,” she
sighed." “I t is not likely that these
Lees are any conneetion of Howard’s—
and even if they were it would make no
difference to me, of course.” :
The door-bell rang, but she gave no
heed, until Lisettq opened the door
and announced: “Mr. Lee.” She sprang
to her feet and confronted him as lie
advanced with swift,, eager steps until
he stood beside her.
“ Howard !” ,?•
“ Lillian, my Lillian !”
She drew back, pale and trembling.
“Nay, dearest. Read this letter, and
then -forgive and forget, as I have done.
I have just learned that your father is
the Mr. Sinclair. I bad always thought
it a similarity of names. When Fred
Gammon—bless his gossiping tongue—
told me of a Lillian who never went
into society, I left my mother’s guests
and came in post haste to see for my
self if it was my Lillian. Read the
letter, dearest. I will come to-morrow
to see your father.” .^
After a fond good-night he returned
to the ball with a joyous heart, and
Lillian went softly to her father’s li
brary, where, with his loving arms
around her, she told him her simple
love story, and read the letter which
shed light over the darkness of doubt
and sorrow.
Great was Mrs. Sinclair’s amazement
and chagrin when she learned how
affairs stood, but she derived great
consolation from the fact that, when
married, Lillian would no longer en
danger the prospects of her sisters, and,
as Mrs. Howard Lee, she could, if she
chose, render them valuable assistance
in sounding the matrimonial market.
So, early, one bright morning, when
nature wore her loveliest dress,and the
sun shone as clear and golden as on
that other morning, so long ago, Lil
lian, standing by her lover’s side in
the room made sacred by a mother's
memory, pronounced the beautiful, sol
emn marriage vow.
As the pastor finished his fervent
prayer for their future* and gave his
blessing to the newly wedded pair, Mr.
Sinclair paused, with'arms Outstretched
tó'ferúbrábe hie daughter, and glanced"
half superstitioiisly towards the oak by
the window, from which came the sweet,
wild, glad song of a bird. With rev
erent, bowed head he listened, for it
was as if it were a messenger from the
“other shore,” and the room seemed
filled with loving, mysterious whispers,
and through the mystery there came to
Lillian’s heart a mother’s blessing and
the realization of a mother’s watchful
care.
Reviving a Dead Dog.
AN EXPERIMENT THAT

MAY SOME TIME

PROVE BENEFICIAL TO DEAD MEN.

Mr. James L. Finch gives an account
of some curious experiments which he
and Dr. Armitage recently made secret
ly in resuscitating anirnals apparently
dead.
The first subject operated upon was
a medium-sized terrier dog. It was se
curely tied and an incision made in an
artery in its neck, by which the animal
was bled to death. He certainly passed
through all the symptoms of dying, and
soon after the last blood issued from
the wound his frame became fixed and
rigid and his eyes showed the senseless
glare of death. The room was kept at
a temperature of 70° Farenheit, while
the dog lay for three hours dead. By
this time he had become very stiff and
cold. He was now placed in a warmwater bath that was constantly main
tained at a temperature of 105°, and
was continually and thoroughly rubbed,
and as he became pliant his limbs were
gently worked about and his whole
body rendered supple. A half pint of
hot water was now passed into his stom
ach through a hard-rubber tube which
was forced down his sesophagus. When
this was accomplished the mouth of a
rubber tube, attached to a bellows, was
introduced into his windpipe, and, as
the bellows were provided with a double
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valve, by which the air Could be with her recovery, but last evening she sud
drawn as well as inhaled, the dog’s denly became unconscious. Dr. Mc
Fatrich was summoned and adminis
nose was securely fastened.
A large and powerful Newfoundland tered restoratives, but she did not
dog had been obtained for the purpose, regain consciousness, and died at 11.30.
bad been tied near by, and was now Death was caused by shock.
bled, while the attending surgeon pro
W h e re th e Old Shoes Go T o.
ceeded to adjust the transfusing appa
ratus, and began slowly to inject the
I t has long been known by many
live dog’s blood into the dead dog.
Simultaneously Mr. Armitage began f persons what became of the old tin
siOwly working the respiratory bellows cans which are picked up throughout
while I kept rubbihg the animal and the city and are carried away in wag
bending his limbs and body to facilitate ons, but it has only reecently been discirculation. We could not have been i covered to what use the old shoes are
more anxious about the issue of our ef put. Occasionally wagons go through
forts if they had been made upon a hu the city, and return toward New York
man being instead of a dumb brute. heavily laden with old shoes and boots
When a pint of blood hail been injected —those that have been thrown away
I could see some change about the eves as worthless. It is quite an industry
of the dog; but no one spoke. One | in New York gathering these, and they
thought was common to all—would life are said to be worth five cents each.
come back? In a few moments more The foreman of a wall-paper factory
there was certainly s* convulsive tremor in the city mentioned says that differ
noticeable in the body. Mr. Armitage, ent prices are paid for different grades
in undisguised excitement, said to the of leather, and that a pair of calfskin
The
surgeon : i‘Press the blood.” In a min boots will bring fifteen cents.
boots
and
shoes
are
first
soaked
in
sev
ute or two the dog gasped, and soon
attempted to eject the respiratory tube, eral waters to get the dirt off them.
which was accordingly withdrawn. This Then the nails and threads are removed
was followed by gasps and a catching and the leather is ground into a fine
of the breath, while the eyes grew pulp ready for use. The embossed
brighter and more natural. The rub leather paperings which have come into
bing and blood injecting were yet ap fashion lately, as well as the stamped
plied j and the dog was struggling as if leather fire screens, are really nothing
in a fit. But his efforts soon became but thick paper covered with a layer
less violent, and he began a low whine. of this fine pressed leather pulp. The
A compress was now placed on the artery, foreman of the factory to which the
aud in twenty-two minutes after the reference is made says that the finer
first blood was injected he sat up, after the quality of the leather the better it
being dead three hours and twenty takes the bronze and old gold and
minutes. The dog then drank broth other expensives colors in the. designs
that had been prepared for him in case painted on them. Fashionable people
of his revival, and soon got up and« think they are going away back to
walked about. A comfortable bed was mediaeval times when they have the
provided near the stove, and from this walls of their libraries and dining
time forward his recovery was so rapid rooms covered with embossed leather.
that in two days he was turned out to They don’t know that the shoes and
run in the streets. He is now a rugged booth which their neighbors threw into
character, in good health, with seem the ash-barrel a month beform form
ingly no remembrance of his resurrec the beautiful material on their walls
and. on the sereena which protect their
tion.—-Den ver News. ~
eyes from the Are. Many other trades
use old shoes and boots, and the tops
A Case W ith o u t Parallel.
of carriages are largely made of them
THE WONDERFUL DISCOVERY MADE IN RE ground up and pressed into 'sheets.
Book-binders use them in making the
MOVING A SUPPOSED TUMOR OF
;
cheaper forms of leather bindings, and
13 YEARS’ STANDING,
the new style of leather frames with
C h ic a g o , Illinois, June 10.—Mrs. L.
leather mats in them are entirely made
J. Putnam of No. 467 La Salle avenue,
of the cast-off covering of the feet.
who underwent a surgical operation on
There is very little wasted in the world.
Monday for the removal of a supposed
tumor from the abdomen, from which
T heory of Dream s.
she had suffered for thirteen years, but
which, when removed, proved to be a
Dr. Delaunay, a French observer, in
fully formed and well-developed child,
a
communication
tb the Biological So
died at 11.30 last night. The case is
ciety
of
Paris,
states
certain conclu
without "parallel in medical records.
sions
of
his
with
reference
to the pro
Mrs. Putnam was over 50 years of age,
ductions
of
dreams
by
the
manner in
and her husband bas been dead nine
which
one
lies
while
sleeping.
The
years. Four years previous to his death,
fact
of
disagreeable
dreams
while
one
after exposure in rain storm, she was
lies
on
his
back
is
explained
by
the
taken sick, and an enlargement, which
connection
which
is
known
so
exist
be
was pronounced a tumor,‘began to form
tween
the
organs
of
sensation
and
the
in the abdomen. After consulting various
Chicago physicians, who failed to do posterior part of the brain. The most
anything to relieve her sufferings, she general method of lying, perhaps, is on
sent for a leading physician in St. Louis, the right side, and this appears to be
who told her that it would be impossible also the most natural method, for many
to remove the tumor except at the cost person object to lying upon the side of
of her life. He advised her to go to the heart, which, it has been more than
St. Souis and place herself under his once asserted, should have free action
treatment. She did so in the fall of during sleep. Nevertheless, Dr. De
1882, and remained under his care for launay’s statements hardly harmonize
several months, but received no benefit. with this opinion. When one sleeps
She had been subject to spasms, which upon his right side—that is to say,
the physicians generally agreed were upon the right side of the brain—one’s
epileptic fits. These convulsions in dreams have marked and rather unplea
creased until she had as many as six a sant characteristics. These character
day. They came on without warning, istics, however, are essentially those
oftentimes while she was in the street, which enter into the popular definition
lasting from five minutes to over an of dreams. One’s dreams are apt to
be illogical, absurd, childish, uncertain,
hour, but with no pain.
incoherent, full of vivacity aiid exag
During the thirteen years that she
geration. Dreams which come from
suffered from this supposed tumor she
sleeping on the right side are, in short
has been under the constant treatment
simply deceptions. They bring to the
of the best physicians in Chicago, they
mind very old and faint remembrances,
all believing that the tumor could be
and they are often accompanied by
absorbed and would eventually disap
nightmares. Dr. Delaunay points out
pear. About a month ago she consulted
that sleepers frequently compose verse
Dr. J. H. McFatrich, who told her that
or rhythmical language while they are
medicine would not help her, and that
lying on tlieir right side ; this verse,
nothing would save her except a surgi
though at times correct enough, is ab
cal operation, and that would probably
solutely without sense. The moral
kill her. After several more attempts
faculties are then at work, and the in
to get relief with medicine, Mrs. P ut
tellectual faculties are absent. On the
nam decided to allow the operation to
other hand, when a person slumbers on
be performed. Accordingly, on Mon
his left side his brains are not only less
day morning Drs. McFatrich, Milton
absurd—they may also be intelligent.
Jay, and A. L. Clark met at her resU
They are, as a rule, connected with re
dence to perform the operation. After
cent things, not with reminiscences.
an affecting parting with her family and
friends, she prepared for the ordeal. She
F o rtu n e’s Chariot.
was put under the influence of ether and
an incision was made in the abdomen,
Fifteen leagues from Vienna a trav
when* instead of a tumor, the operator eler’s post-chaise broke down. The
drew out a child, which was alive and traveler descended from it in search of
in good health. The patient regained a wheelwright who should repair the
consciousness and there was hope of damage. But it was churchtime, and

father Mathias was away from anvil
and forge, having left his little son in
charge. The gentleman whose journey
had been thus interrupted passed his
time in gossiping with the wheel
wright’s boy, whom he found not only
intelligent but precociously musical.
The youngster sang to him, played on
his violin at sight parts of a church
mass, and generally made himself
agreeable and interesting. Meanwhile
father Mathias, who was sacristan of
the church, returned home. - The car
riage was repaired, and the traveler
was enabled to resume his journey.
But he did not take it alone; he had
told his name—Herr Reutter—had ex
plained that he was chapel master of
St. Stephan in" Vienna, and had pro
posed taking his youthful companion
with him to teach him the violin, the
harpsicord, Latin and, above all, sing
ing.
The poor father gladly con-;
sented to such an advantageous offer,
and the little son went off with the
traveler in the mended post-chaise. If
that vehicle had not broken down in
his village on Sunday morning, when
everybody else was at church, how
long might not Joseph Haydn have
waited for his opportunity ?
Polish H ospitality.
The Poles are extraordinarily hos
pitable ; they entertain without grudge.
At every table in the large houses
some extra places are *laid ready for
unexpected guests—as they say, “ for
the traveler that comes over the sea.”
I t is possible in Poland to go uninvi
ted to visit your friend, taking your
children, your servants and horses, and
to stay five or six weeks without re
ceiving any hint to go. The Poles are
fond of gayety, of amusement, of so
ciety; they love pleasure in all its
bright and charming forms.
The
country houses' are constantly full of
visitors, and in the winter there is
often the “ Kulig,’’ a gatheiring which
increases as it goes from house to
house. I t is taken from the peasant
custom, and the nobles, when they get
up a “ Kulig,” wear the peasant cos
tumes, very beautifully made. They
go over the snow in sledges from house
to house, dancing for two or three days
at one, and then going on to another,
taking the people of the house which
they leave with them. At last there
may be perhaps twenty sledges all full
full -of people, dressed in bright col
ors and singing the songs of the “ Ku
lig.” A t every house they dance the
characteristic dances of the occasion—
the “Krakomiak,” the “ Mazur” and
the “Oberek.” The first is a very
pretty and peculiar dance, in which the
partners turn away from each other
and then come face to face; the “ Ma
zur” is something like the quadrille,
though it is by no means the sam e; the
“ Oberek” resembles a waltz danced the
reverse, way, and with a very pretty
and characteristic figure, in which the
man kneels-on one knee and kisses his
partner’s hand.
They are all most
charming and pretty, and the Poles
dance with enthusiasm as well as grace.
They have national customs and oeremonies which are occasions for dan
cing and pleasure.
Then, in the au
tumn and winter there is boar hunting.
In this way, with these various amuse
ments, the time passes in the country
houses, and visitors will stay six weeks
or perhaps six months.
A Japanese Custom.
A strange Japanese custom has been
brought to light by the working of the
conscription law. The head of a cer
tain family was instructed that the
time had come for his son, whose name
was on the Census list, to undergo
medical examination prior to actual en
listment.
The father lost no time in
informing the authorities that the in
dividual referred to, though bearing a
male name, was his daughter. He ex
plained that, having lost two daugh
ters, both about one year old, lie had
been driven to this expedient to keep
the third alive. I t appears, further,
that in many districts of Japan people
still resort, in the anxiety to prolong
the lives of their children, to the cus
tom of bestowing upon their offspring
names ordinarily given to infants of
the opposite sex, whenever death has
made frequent visits to their house
holds. The present case occurred in
the capital.
Mrs. W. T. Smith, of New Haven,
Conn., wrote President Cleveland’s in
augural message, 1,688 words, on a
postal card, in two and a half hours.
She sent it to Mr. Cleveland, with a
request for his autograph, and he has
returned it with his signature across
the center of the . card.
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of the best part of the negro element Only partial records were had from the
EACHERS WANTED.
NEW G O O D S
from Mahone's forces, has broken him prisons at Cahawba, Columbia, Millen, T
FOR
up completely, and he who was only Florence, (South Carolina); and Salis
Teach ers wanted in Trappe Independent
PUBLISHED EVERT THURSDAY.
—TO—
two short years ago the master hand bury. There have been ways, it is true, School
District,—two for Grammar School and SPR IN G & SU M M E R
of the political destinies of the old of partly working up these deficiencies; two for Primary School. Salary $40 and $45 per
AT
C O L L E G E V IL L E , M O N T G . CO ., PA . commonwealth, is now so poor that he but, on the other hand, as Quarter month. By order o f the Board o f Directors.
F . ZOLLERS, Secretary.
finds none to do him reverence.
L E O P O L 33i S
master General Meigs, cited by Mr. 2®°,Examination day June 19.
E. S. M OSER, Editor and Proprietor.
When the whole stock in trade of Kirkley, has shown, in many Southern
POTTSTOWN, PA.
the Democratic party for the last fifty prisons three or four corpses of Union
OR SALE !
Entire new line parasols, choice new styles \
years has consisted of the invocations prisoners were sometimes buried in the
Thursday, June i8, 1885.
at very low prices at Leopold’s.
to the memory of Andrew Jackson and same trench and the number of graves
15 Window Frames for frame building. Sash
Best 5 cent calicoes at Leopold’s.
the hallowing of the principles and only imperfectly indicates the number and g la ss; fastenings on sash. $2 per frame,
sash and glass. Apply to
T he democratic factions over in Jer measures that he urged and adopted,
New
lawns fast colors, warranted, price
of dead. Even in this most imperfect
GEO. DETWILER, Grater’s Ford, Pa.
cents at Leopold’s.
sey are quarreling, with much bitter it really seems a little queer that so record the number of Union soldiers
New summer silks in neat little checks at
soon after the advent of the first Dem known to have died in captivity was
ness, over political spoils.
OR SALE 1
Leopold’s.
ocratic administration in a quarter of close upon thirty thousand—in exact
Boots and Shoes, Faints & Oils, &c., &c., &c.
New French Dress Goods in many grades and
a century, there should be a serious figures, 29,498. The late investigation,
I would call particular attention to my fine stock o f CASSIMERES & SUITINGS, for all sizes and
No apportionment this time. Some disposition to abolish a measure which
A lot of FINE SHOATS, weighing from 40 to latest shades at Leopold’s.
we may add, has increased by about
ages, rich as well as poor. I can suit you. Will make suits at all prices, or any style and
pounds. Apply to
A. G. GOTWALS,
New batistes for dresses at Leopold’s.
body will probably inquire., afterwhile with Jackson was an absolute frenzy. one-sixth the records of deaths among 90
any price reasonable, and guarantee satisfaction. My stock o f Shoes is large, and
apr.30-3m.
Yerkes Station; Pa.
A specially good thing in debages at 16 cents,
I can show you a good line o f Ladies’, Gentlemen’s and Children’s Shoes.
why the State Constitution was ever I t was upon the question of the estab Union prisoners.
in a variety o f new colors at Leopold’s.
All I ask of my patrons is to call and examine my Stock, and oblige,
OR
SALE.
lishment
of
the
Sub-Treasury
that
JackTaking
Mr.
Kirkley’s
tables,
we
de*
adopted. The failure to pass an ap
New Jerseys, direct from a large manufacturer,
F
son
discomfited
all
his
enemies
and
rive from them the following general
J O S E P H Gr. G O T W A L S ,
at about two-thirds of last year’s prices. They
portionment bill is the chief sin resting
overawed Congress into submission. results :
China-Poland and Jersey Red sucking pigs. are better styles and better made than any we
P R O V ID E N C E SQ.TT_A.3rt:E3 STOBE.I
against our recent legislature.
Inquire opposite the
I t was the Sub-Treasury issue that
have ever before offered. Prices for nice, fine
Officers. Men. Total.
COLLEGEVILLE
HOTEL.
doomed Mr. ' Clay to political disap
goods from $1 to $3 at Leopold’s.
Killed or died of wounds 6,365 103,673 110,038
Fine Jersey cloth in blacks and colors. Jerseys
O n Tuesday General Grant was re pointment, and placed the unknown Died o f disease
2,795 221,791 224,636
made to order at Leopold’s.
moved from his residence in New York Polk in the Presidential chair in 1844. Drowned
106 4,838
4,944
Yet we see Mr. Manning, a Democratic
Tinsel braids for dress trimmings in new styles
142 3,973 4,114
City to the summit of Mount McGregor Secretary of the Treasury, seconded Other accidental deaths
at Leopold’s.
Murdered
37
487
524
in the foothills of the Adriondacks, by such old Democratic war horses as Killed after capture
Ten dollars will pay for a gent’s good cassi14
86
100
mere suit w ell made to order at Leopold’s.
Of late his condition has continued Sam Randall and Bill Morrison, looking Committed suicide
22
Just received another large stock of
865
391
Good toweling at 3% cents at Leopold’s.
-A- CKCA3STC3-E:
worse, and there appears to be very with favor upon the entire and absolute Executed
—
267
267
Thousands o f yards o f the best makes o f cali
abolition of this pet measure of their Executed by enemy
4
60
64
little hope of recovery.
The
world is ever changing—from one season
coes at 6% cents at Leopold’s.
patron saint. What is the Democracy Died from sunstroke
5
308
313
to
another,
and all the while the people are
New gloves, all grades, from 13 cents to a
coming to, and can such things be and Other known causes
62 1,972 2,034
iu Corkscrews, Fifie Mixtures and Plaids for
hundred
cents
at
Leopold’s.
changing
too
; from bad to good, good to bad,
not
overcome
us
with
unabated
aston
T he New York Court of Appeals, the
Causes not stated
Men and Boys, wear at very low figures.
28 12,098 12,121
New styles in wraps made at Leopold’s.
bad to better, or from worse to worse still. But,
highest judicial tribunal of that State, ishment ?
chenille fringes cheap at Leopold’s.
The shilly-shally stuff that is now
Total
.
9,584 349,912 359,495
we must change the subject.
You purchase
—S T R A W H A T S — New
has pronounced unconstitutional the
Extra bargain in silk gloves at 45 and 50 cents
going about concerning Miss Cleve
store goods, now and then ? Certainly, you do !
The official tables, as published from a very fine stock of Straw Hats for men boys and at Leopold’s.
anti-oleomargarine law, upon which the land’s tremendous literary work, must
girls.
Well, the best quality o f goods and the lowest
Genuine bargains in imported stockings for
statute recently enacted at Harrisburg be as nauseating to her as it is to ail a manuscript copy in the Arm y and
prices can be had at G. F. Hunsicker’s Store.
ladies and children at Leopold’s.
Navy
Journal,
further
distribute
all
was modeled. This decision will in sensible people, or I have obtained a
Full stock of Fall and Winter Goods on hand.
Choice styles in new satteens for dresses at
these classes of deaths among the Union
crease the difficulty of enforcing the wrong impression of the lady’s make-up. troops by States, it being explained
A good, wide, all-wool, black Cashmere at 50 cts.
Leopold’s.
Of course she has the same right to
Largest and best stock at prices lower than the
it is strictly all wool and cannot be beaten in the
Ladies' regular made imported hose 17 cents
law in this State.
the lowest.
the
phrases
:
“other
known
causes”
get out a book that Mr. Blaine, or Job,
county. Dress Goode, 6 cents up. Ladies’ and
at Leopold’s.
or Mrs. Stove had, but the heralding includes deaths resulting from quarrels
LARGE S^OCK OF LADIES’ CORSETS.
Children’s Shoes in large assortment, very cheap.
The best 12% cent seamless half-hose ever
not
amounting
to
murder,
from
bqing
I I a v er fo k d C olleg e , near Phila of the work in advance as an achieve
Freed’s celebrated Men’s Boots. Come and see
offered
at
Leopold’s.
shot by sentries or by the provost
our floor oil-cloth—good stock on hand. Hose
delphia, an institution under the care ment of literary excellence that no guard and miscellaneous causes. This G E N T S F IN E N E C K WEA<R /
Italian sun set is a new shade of lining for
American lady has yet reached, goes
for men, women and children at greatly reduced
parasols at Leopold’s.
of the Orthodox Friends, is made the to show to what depths of snobbery aggregate of nearly 360,000 deaths of
L I N E N COLLARS and, CUFFS !
prices. Men’s red underwear, cheap.
Bed
Finest
variety
of
black
dress
goods
in
Pottsresiduary legatee of the estate of the and obsequiousness the journalistic Union soldiers must be supplement by
Blankets, excellent quality, low prices. A nice
town is at Leopold’s.
a
like
record
of
Confederate
soldiers,
late Jacob P. Jones, of Philadelphia. mind will descend. If Mi4s Cleveland
line o f stiff hats for fall and winter—our own
New cloths for spring suits for hoys at Leo
in order to find the real number of
make. Everything kept in a thoroughly stocked
pold’s. ,
The bequest will amount to half, and, has written a good boouk, the world victims to the war in both armies. Then
store at bottom prices. We want to merit your
Little boys suits made to order at Leopold’s.
perhaps, three quarters of a million. will be sure to know it, for its merits the naval deaths must also be ascer
continued patronage by giving yon the full
will commend it. If she has written a
Fine cork screw and diagonal cloths for men’s
I t is made in memory of an only son, poor one—and I am not going to say tained and added. Many a soldier and
worth o f your money every time.
We want
fine suits at Leopold’s.
Hosiery, Notions, and Trimmings, stock of
who was a graduate of the college.
to make quick sales and small profits, and we
that she has—even her relations with sailor met a fate more dreaded than
want to “ live and let live,” no matter who is
the President as “ the first lady of the death in being crippled for life or made
the prey of lingering disease.contracted
President of the United States.
land”
will
scarcely
save
her
from
the
O ur State Senator, W. H. Sutton,
in the service.
terrible criticisms of those who know
G. F. HUNSICKER,
in their variety.
Esq., voted to sustain the proposed poor work when they see it. Because
apportionment measure in opposition Mr. Cleveland has suddenly become
I t is interesting to know that one at Shawls. Muslins,
Ironbridge P, O. Rahn Station, Pa,
to the Governor’s veto. Before doing great as a statesman and politician least of the best traditions of classical
Uncus, Tidslnars,
Ginghams, Maunols,
so he delivered a speech in reference to without previous experience or even Greece has lasted down to these latter
days. This is the readiness of rich citi
the position he was about to assume, acquaintance with public men, it does zens to perform public services at their
Underwear &c.&c.
not follow that his sister should be
which contained much good sense. We simultaneously endowed with that su private expense. The University of
will endeavor to find room for the Sen perior literary ability that comes only Athens boasts an endowment at this
as the gift of something higher than a moment of more than $12,000,000.
ator’s effort in next week’s issue.
variety; always the best.
Window
There is a hospital at Athens, too, en in their
back-kitchen newspaper reporter.
shades in the new shades and style.
-IN —
tertaining
more
than
a
hundred
aged
Another new stock of
SPOT,
T he Pennsylvania Legislature o f
brothers, which was founded by a single
— f
\1885 finished its career last Friday.
The ruin wrought by earthquakes in wealthv Greek citizen.
J — PLAIDS—An Elegant Assortment.
The work accomplished by our Harris Cashmere turns out to be even greater
—NOW IS THE TIME TO PREPARE FOR GAPS IN YOUR POULTRY BY USING THE—
burg statesmen during the session will than at first reported. Two towns are Q TA T E M E N T o fM . P. AN D ERSO N , Glassware, Queensware, Hardware, Calcine
TRICOT CLOTHS—All the New Styles.
destroyed,
with
a
loss
of
four
hundred
^
Treasurer
o
f
Upper
Providence
Plaster,
Cement,
be productive of much more good than
lives, and neighboring villages have
School District.
evil, and it is no more than fair to say had their share of calamities. This
that our recent lawmakers performed country, whose beauty of landscape
ACCOUNT, D E . :
POULTRY POWDSR, for Cholera and kindred diseases in poultry.
OILS, WHITE LEAD, RUBBER PAINTS.
as much service as any similar body and extraordinary fertility have bfeen June 1, 1885. To Balance in Treasurer
Elegant line in all grades, and all the leading
LINIMENT, for Sprains, Burns, Rheumatism &c.
June 2, 1884,
$272.84
within the past ten years. Therefore sung by poets, is one of those on which
Exonerations after Audit. 38.85 $ 233.99
New Spring Goods.
nature seems to lavish extraordinary
3^:ET\A.3ALiia
33ISX3STFECTI3SrC3- P O W D E R ,
To nett amount of Tax Duplicate
let us speak kindly, not harshly, of bounty of soil, climate, and picturesque
4341.15
“ State appropriation
The
Cheapest
and
Best.
P U R E P A L M SOAP.
403.47
them. The members from this county scenery, only to offset them with oc
“ School lot and old material sold
211.08
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“ Loan for building purposes
2800.00
acquitted themselves honorably and casional devastations of terrible des
| J ^ P U R E DRU G S AN D S P IC E S A S P E C IA L IT Y .
TRAPPE, PA .
discharged their duties well. Messrs. tructiveness. At the beginning of this
PATENT MEDICINES IN GREAT VARIETY, KEPT IN STOCK.
$7989.69
A
full
line
just
received
direct
from
the
manuACCOUNT, CR. :
Redding and Stewart were among the century the population Of the valley
facturer, for Ladies and Children, all sizes
J
O
E
L
C.
FREED,
was estimated at 800,000. In our day
and prices. A large variety o f Muslin
most prominent members of the body. it is only 200,000. Occasional famines By teachers’ salaries :
Underwear for ladies and children.
12 teachers, 8 months, $40 per mo. $3840.00
The first-named gentleman manifested and pestilence, in a region ordinarily “ Cost of new school house
2586.95
G R A T E R 'S FORD, Ra.
paid on account o f land
a very keen intelligence, and having the famous for its healthfnlness and its “ Cash
Agent for the
($500 due)
100 00
vast
crops
of
rice
and
fruits,
have
“ Cleaning school houses
courage of his convictions, succeeded
58.00
“ Reapairs of
do
307 29
Keystone Dry Goods Store,
in making himself very useful. In the caused the greater part of this almost “ Fuel aud hauling
841,86
incredible reduction. Even if the esti “ District register
Standard
5.65
Senate, W. H. Sutton, Esq., from this mates of the population half an century
Main St., [opp. Public Square] Norristown, Pa.
“ Books purchased for schools
160 92
RID IM CULTIVATOR,
county, fully sustained his previous ago were somewhat exaggerated, dearth “ House expenses
47.00
“
Collector’s
salary
One
of
the very best in u s e ; Perry’s spring tooth
80.00
excellent reputation as an able and and plague have certainly made awful “ Secretary’s do
40.00 harrows, hay forks, small cultivators, and any A nother V ictory W o n I
ravages
in
this
valley
of
the
Himalaya.
“
Auditor’s
Fees
honest servant of the people.
6.00 thing in the line of implements that farmers
. SLUG SHOT, a sure remedy for the extermina
In the year 1828, within the space of “ Treas. commission on $7573.67
151.47 need. Also agent for the BAKER WASHING
tion of the current worm, cabbage fly and worm,
Balance
in
treasury
MACHINE, the best now in the market.
264.55
forty days, 100,000 people of Cashmere
rose
and potato bug and other insects that infest
may-21-2m the Vegetable
T h e Mormons of Utah are pouring perished from cholera ; and, just be
and flower kingdom,—not danger
$7989.69
ous to human life. Price 80 cents for a 5 pound
-AY THE STORE OFout their vials of wrath on the United fore, 1,200 had been destroyed by an
package. Try it. Satisfaction given wherever
Audited
and
reported
by
the
undersigned
earthquake.
Now
the
earth
opens
again
used. Wholesale and retail.
States officers, who are so vigorously
Auditors of Upper Providence township the first
of June, 1885.
enforcing the laws. The new Judge to renew these old calamities.
Vegetable P la n ts!
j .
J. WARREN ROYER,
I desire to bring to the attention o f Farmers
100. 1000
Powers, upon whose coming they based
N. S. MOYER,
L. L. CROCKER’S AMMONIATED BONE
The Union Dead.
LEWIS E . GRIFFIN.
large hopes, has already sorely dis
N Q RRIS TO WN, PA.
CABBAGE, late, 3 kinds,
40 2.50 66 & 68 Main Street [opposite Music Hall]
CELERY,
2 “
40 2.50
appointed them, and President Cleve
“
White Plume and Pink, $1.00
PROPOSALS FOR JU LY , 1885.
CH ILD RFN ’S c l o t h i n g i n g r e a t v a r i e t y .
land is not likely to appoint anybody st a t ist ic s o f t h e u n io n so l d ie r s w ho
EGG,
transplanted, per doz. 24c
PEPPER,
“
“ “ 18c
DIED
IN
SERVICE
DURING
THE
CIVIL
WAR.
who will wink at polygamous practices.
SWEET POTATO, very fine,
2.50
The Directors of the Poor and House o f Em
TOMATO, transplanted,perdoz.12c
He told Judge Powers that he intended From the New York Sun.
ployment o f Montgomery County invite sealed
C O L L E G E V IL L E
For larger quantities send for prlc««.
for the following articles at the above which stands high in commercial value; is not
Twenty years have passed since the proposals
to “wipe out polygamy, if he did noth
named almshouse :
injurious to plant germs, and is equal to any in GARDEN, FIELD AND FLOWER SEEDS, of
all leading varieties constantly on band and
the market in ammonia, blood and bone phos
ing else ;” and he is not the man to close of the civil war and now, at last,
GRIST A N D
O n Monday , J udy 6th, 1885,
a careful official record of the number
sold at Philadelphia rates.
phate. It is one o f the best phosphates now used.
look back after putting his hand to the of deaths that occurred in the Union
10 pieces Appleton A muslin, 1 yd. wide.
I also recommend very Highly the ALLENTOWN G r e e n h o u s e a n d B e d d i n g P l a n t s
COMPLETE
10
“ Calico.
plow.
The above in large lots yet, but certain kinds
army has been made. A little more
1
“ Blue drilling.Royersford, Montgomery Co. Pa.
going out very rapidly. We want to clear
than twelve months ago, on the 2d of
13 dozen handkerchiefs.
our house, preparatory to the erection of
450 pounds smoking tobacco, % lb. packages.
would
annonnee to my friends and the public,
June,
1884,
General
Drum
directed
Mr.
more
houses.
A
ll
sold
rery
low.
—ALWAYS ON HAND A FULL STOCK OF—
T he manuscripts left by Victor Hugo
150
« hard tobacco.
that I am now prepared to furbish all kinds oi
Hardy vines, snch as CLEMA
J. W. Kirkley, an experienced statis
450
“
coffee,
unroasted.
Marble Work, at reasonable prices.
TIS, red white and blue at
will furnish matter enough for ten tician of the Adjutant General’s office,
400
“ barley.
for the Potato crop. It has given complete satis
FLOUR,
75c. or 3 for $2.00—
volumes. The arrangements for their to l cgin the compilation of this record,
250
" caustic soda, 5 or 10 lb. cans.
faction. It also did well on corn and grain. In
HONEYSUCKLES,
1 gross smoke pipes.
connection with these valuable fertilizersl will sell
25c. bestkinds.
publication have all been made by the with the aid of ten clerks. A minute
BRAN,
1 barrel rice.
a SUPERIOR GUANO, which will analyze 5 to 7
IN ROSES
1
“ A sugar.
per cent, in ammonia.
Price $45 delivered on
Of Italian or American Marble 6r Granite, in
poet himself, who set them down in and exhaustive exploration of all at
we are dealing
1
“ B or C sugar.
the finest and latest designs.
the cars in Philadelphia. For further particulars
CORN,
very heavy and have
what is known as his second will. Three tainable official documents has now
1
“ granulated sugar.
call on or address
all the best roses for pot
produced a table of statistics which far
2
“ sugar house molasses.
and out door planting, at
volumes are nearly ready to appear, surpasses in completeness any thing on
OATS,
60 pounds cotton laps.
very
reasonable rates. Having
FÄRINGER,
1% tons coarse salt, Liverpool.
and probably comprise miscellaneous the subject hitherto existing.
excellent facilities for filling all or
Linseed M eal,
For Enclosing Burial Lots, of different descrip
of good wheat bran, to be deliv apr-16-Sm.
IRONBRIDGE, PA.
ders for either the PHILADELPHIA or
To state the grand result at the out ered1atcoarload
prose and poetry, while the seven
tions. Particular attention paid to Mar
Mingo station on or before July 20, 1885,
PENNSYLVANIA LAWN MOWERS, I
set,
the
table
shows
a
total
of
9,853
free
o
f
freight.
The
bran
to
be
bagged
by
the
ble Work, for the bases of
others will be made up of letters, notes,
would ask all to send for reduced prices before
Corn
Chop,
person or persons receiving the contract for the
purchasing elsewhere. WIRE TRELLIS, cut to
and similar documents, dating from deaths of commissioned officers and same and to be weighed on the almshouse
B U IL D IN G S , S T E P S , S IL L S , E T C ., E T C .
any length, either one foot or 2 feet wide, at three
849,913 deaths of enlisted men, making
M ixed Chop, All work Guaranteed to give Satisfaction, and
cents per square foot, galvanized.
GARDEN
Jersey and Guernsey, and written au aggregate of 359,496 deaths among scales.
1 carload of steers, good grade, ranging from
IMPLEMENTS, WHALE OIL SOAP, Tor clean
(Successor to Fuss & Cassel.)
By strict put up in a workmanlike manner. Any design
during the poet’s exile from his native the Union forces. The period included 1000 to 1300 pounds. A ll cattle weighing less
ing trees.
White clearer and Lawn Grass seed &c., «fee. Grists ground promptly.
attention to business and fair dealing I hope to furnished desired on Monumeuts or Tombstones.
than 1000 pounds will be rejected. The cattle
and other articles to be found here.
land. The publication of the manu in the record is, for the regular troops, to be delivered on or before the 20th of August,
Work can be seen at the yard, or the different
All orders by mail and those left with the Col- merit a liberal share of the public’s patronage. Cemeteries in the neighborhood, that has been
G R A T E R ’S FO R D , Pa.
scripts will extend over a period of ten the interval between April 15, 1861, 1885, and will be inspected by the Directors
legeville bakers and the Boyertown mail carrier
turned out at the E n t e r p r ise W o rk s . Call and
before the delivery of the same. Cattle to be
will receive prompt attention and be delivered
see me, and get «prices. My expenses are low;
or fifteen years, although the poet has and August 1, 1865 ; for a portion of weighed on the almshouse scales.
DEALER IN
on their routes free o f charge.
the volunteers it is prolonged beyond
therefore I can sell accordingly.
My motto:
Samples o f goods required. All goods to be
Respectfully yours,
fixed no special time for their pro the latter date until the muster out of delivered
apr.S-tf.
Successor to S. T. Wagner
‘ ‘Low prices and fair dealings
at the almshonse or either of the depots
RESPECTFULLY ,
duction.
HORACE RIMBY,
each organization. I t will be remem at Phcenixville free of freight.
JOHN O. CLEMSlENS, )
ESTATE NOTICE.
bered that the troubles in Mexico and
Seedsm
an
and
Florist,
DANIEL SHULER,
) Directors.
other causes occasioned the retention
COLLEGEVILLE GREENHOUSES.
HENRY S. LOWERY, )
OUR W ASH IN GTO N L E T T E R .
Estate of Ida M. Brunst, late of Upper Provi June 8-ly.
A tte st: D a vid H. Ross, Clerk.
(June 11.
of some volunteers in the service after
township, Montgomery county, deceased.
M ANLY & COOPER M ANF’G C(T dence
the downfall of the Confederacy. Indeed,
W a sh in g t o n , D. C., June 15, 1885.
Letters o f Administration on the above Estate
TATE NOTICE.
as Mr. Kirkley notes, the last white
having been granted to the undersigned, all per
A colored watchman in the Treasury volunteer organization was disbanded
sons indebted to said estate are' requested to
ELM AVENUE, & 42 d S t .
mgke Immediate payment, and those having
was driven to incurable insanity the November 18, 1867, and the last col
Estate o f Henry G. Hunsicker, late o f Upper
legal claims, to present the same wltbou delay
Providence, Montgomery Co., dec’d. Letters
other night on being told that the Re ored regiment December 20, 1867, testamentary
P H IL A D E L P H IA P A .,
B A N K ER S,
to
FRANK BRUNST, Administrator,
the above estate having been
publicans were bent on killing him for while the last officer of the volunteer granted to theupon
P. O. Address, Yerkes, Pa.
undersigned, all persons indebted
Manufacturers of Ornamental Iron Work and
Norristown, Pa.
Or his Attorney, F . G. H o b so n ,
holding an office under a Democratic general staff was not mustered out to said estate are reqnested to make immediate
Steel Farm Fencing. Plain and Fancy Wrought
may-7-6t.
Norristown, Pa.
payment, and those having legal claims to pre
Iron Fencing a Specialty.
administration. This is the sort of until July 1, 1869.
sent the same without delay to
may-21-1 m.
THOS. R. CUMMISKEY, Agent.
diversion that the Republicans all along
l e t , careful as the examination of
HORACE ASHENFELTER, Oaks,
SEEDS, LIME, FERTILIZERS, PLASTER,
niSSO L U T IO N OF PARTN ERSH IP.
have been indulging in to retain their the records has been, one lack renders
GEO. W. PENNA PACKER, Trappe,
jgSTATE NOTICE.
Cement, Pewter Sand, Terra Cotta Pipes,
Interest Paid on Deposits.
Executors.
hold of the negro vote, which, in Vir it still far from complete. The death
. W. R ogers .
Chimney Tops, &c.
Also Chestnut Rails for
Notice is hereby given that the undersigned,
ginia and Maryland, counts for a good registers of some of the largest prisons may4-6t Or their attorney, Ge oNorristown,
M ONEY T O LOAN .
Pa. fencing. All orders promptly filled. By strict
Estate o f Jacob Harpst, late of Upper Provi
engaged as partners in the Grain,Feed
deal. This African gentleman was from at the South used for the confinement
attention to business I hope to merit and receive dence Township, Montgomery county, deceased. heretofore
and Coal business, at Grater’s Ford, Montgomery
a fair share of the patronage o f the public.
Virginia, and had been one of Mahone’s of Union soldiers are missing. For the
Letters o f Administration on the above Estate county, Pa., by mutual consent, dissolved part
and
An Unusual Opportunity
may-21-3m. having been granted to the undersigned, all per nership on the FOURTEENTH DAY OF MAY,
best lieutenants in many a Virginia prisons at Americus, Atlanta, Augusta,
B O U G H T A N D SO L D .
To
Learn
The
sons
indebted
to
said
Estate
are
requested
to
1885. Samuel Cassel will continue the business
campaign, but he was intelligent enough Charleston, Lynchburg, Macon, Mont
make Immediate payment, and those having at the same place. Persons indebted to, or who
a t last to see the uses to which he and gomery, Marietta, Mobile, Savannah, -L IFE IN S U R A N C E - M RS. S. L. PUGH.
legal claims, to present the same without delay have claims against, the firm will please promptly P O R SALE.
to
G. Z. VANDERSLICE, > . . . . .
his class were being put by the scala Shreveport and Tyler the registers have Business, and be qualified as successful Agents.
call on either Jacob Fuss, or on Samuel Cassel
J. M. ZIMMERMANN, j Administrators, who has charge o f the books.
TRAPPE, PA.,
wag crowd that Mahone led by the nose, not been secured at all, and the im Persons of intelligence and address are invited
P. O. Adress, Yftrkes, Pa.
JACOB FUSS,
A First-class Falling and Shifting Top Buggy.
8. W. M .,
and he flew the track. The elimination portance of these prisons is well known. to apply (giving reference) to
Attends to laying out the dead ¿shroud-making
Or his Attorney, FRANLIN MARCH,
SAMUEL CASSEL,
Apply to
E. PAIST.
Lock Box 1543, Philadelphia Post Office. & c .

Providence Independent.

ID O W Z L T I

ID O W ItT !

ROCK BOTTOM PRICES

F

MY ENTIRE STOCK, CONSISTING OE

D R Y GOODS, G roceries,
W ood w are, W illo w w are.

F

¡ere We Are Again!

Cloths & Cassimeres!

SHOES !

SHOES !

W H ITE GOODS!
HAMBURG EMBROIDERY,
DRESS GOODS-:-

S P E C IA L

GROCERIES!

- S P R IN G O PEN IN G

WALL PAPER

D R E SS GOODS

(jO LLEGEVILLE [ RUG (¡TORE !

P A I N T S

Coloret Cashmeres, Black Cashmeres,

A N TI-G A P M IX TU R E !

Joseph W . C olbert, D ru g g ist.

STANDARD MOWER & REAPER,

M O RG A N W R IG H T ,

— LARGEST

ST O C K OF—

= U = SPRIN G AND

SUMMER CLOTHING.

FARM ERS !

h

:e

r m a i s t

w

e t z e i

ENTEBPRISE

IE R C IA IT IILLS !

BONE PHOSPHATE

MARBLE WORKS!

MONUMENTS aM TOMBSTONES,

G A L V A N IZ E D R A IL IN G S,

SAMUEL CASSEL,

E D W A R D P A IS T ,

GRAIN,

E S1

D. Theo. Buckwalter.

FLOUR,

J. M. Albertson & Sons.,

FEED,

COAL,

STOCKS

raay-21-6t,

Jiorrietown, Pa.

Grater’s Ford, May 14, l«85.

BONDS

Collegeville Mills.

Providence Independent.

Religious.
The Sacrament of the Holy Com
munion will be administered in Trinity
church, this place, Rev. J. H. Hen
dricks, pastor, on the coming Sabbath,
the 21st inst., services commencing at
10 o’clock, a. m.

Echoes From Ironbridge.
T h ree Lives Lost.
trial.
The request was granted by
Information was received here this
A shocking accident occnrreed on Judge Boyer. The general impression
Tuesday morning of the. recent death the Pennsylvania Schuylkill Valley is that no new trial will be granted,and
T hursday, June i3, 1885.
of Mr. Stroud Spear’s daughter, at the Railroad, near Spring Mill, fest Friday that the judge recognizing the necessity
Asylum. We are unable to give par afternoon. The accident resulted from of making an example of some one for
TERMS:—$1.25 PER YEAR, IN ADVANCE.
ticulars.
a collision between a fast market train so brutally treating the insane patients,
Mrs. Dillman Gottschall is lying very and a local mixed train near the Spring will impose upon Steele the full penalty
This paper has a larger circulation
Last February she Mill depot, causing the death of three of the law, an imprisonment of twelve
The Lord’s Supper will be celebrated low at present.
_ "
L ee.
in this section o f the county than any
fell
and
fractured
her
shoulder blade, men and severe injury to another. The years.
by St. Luke’s congregation, Trappe,
other paper published. As an adver •Rev. H. T. Spangler, pastor, on the and since that time her condition has engine and half a dozen cars were a to
The Republican voters of this (upper)
tising medium the “ Independent" ranks last Sunday of the quarter, June 28. been critcal. She is 17 years old. Dr. tal wreck. The names of the victims district of Upper Providence will meet
are
:
killed,
James
.
Cleaver,
aged
30,
John
Umstad
is
attending
her.
among the most desirable papers, ha ving Preparatory services on Saturday at 2
conductor, of Berwyn, Pa., ; Samuel at J. W. S. Gross’ Collegeville hotel
Mr. Abraham Hallman has been very Drinkhouse,
a large and steadily increasing circula and at 7 45 p. m.
aged 32 years, fireman, next Saturday evening, June 20, to
sick for several weeks.
tion in various localities throughout the
2000 South Eighteenth street, Philada. elect three delegates to represent said
A nother Suicide.
Last Friday night sneak thieves David Wayne, aged 45, engineer, of district in the County Convention to
county.
again
canvassed this village.
They Columbia, Pa. Injured : W. A. Stiltz, be held in Norristown on Tuesday,
Henry L. Kratz, a citizen of Wor
It is the aim o f the editor and pub
cester, aged 65, committed suicide last visited P. M. Hunsicker’s residence and workman, of Philadelphia, headcutand June 23, when one Senatorial and five
lisher to make the “ Independent” one o f Thursday morning by hanging himself carried off a pair of shoes, a coat and body scalded.
Thousands of people Representative delegates will be elected
the best local and general newspapers under the porch of the residence of his a ham. From the residence of William visited the Scene to witness the ghastly to represent this county in the State
in the county, or anywhere else, and to sondn-law, F. P. Weber. Six children Wise the scoundrels took a pair of result of the wreck. As far as could Convention to be held to nominate a
State ticket. J. G. Prizer, cashier of
pants, coat, hat, shoes, and a full fish
this end we invite correspondence fro m survive the deceased, who, it is pre ing outfit. They were about to make be learned at the trine of the accident the Sehwenksville National Bank, will
the facts are about these : A local
sumed,
committed
suiccide
in
a
fit
of
every section.
a clean sweep at John Emmett’s house, mixed freight train was shifting from be a candidate for delegate to the
despondency.
but they were disturbed by Mrs. Em the up track to the down track.
The State Convention at the Norristown
PERKIOMEN RAILROAD.
mett, who saw them running. A little engine and several cars had reached the Convention. His success is probable.
A Success.
further up. the pike they entered Garret down track, the rest of the train being Strange as it may appear to some, Up
We publish the following schedule gratuitously
for the conyenienee of our readers.
The strawberry and ice cream festival Cole’s house and removed some goods partly on the switch and partly on the per Providence’ does not intend to
Passenger trains leave Collcgevill Station as held in Masonic Hall, Trappe, by the belonging to H. H. Ellis.
up track, when the fast freight for share the honors of the coming county
follows :
convention. The politicians of U. P.,
members of the Lutheran Lyceum, last
Samuel Schantz, contractor and buil Reading came thundering along at a are now reclining in the shade,—
FOR P H IL A D E L PH IA AND POIN TS SOUTH.
*
Saturday
evening,
was
a
pronounced
mile
a
minute,
and
not
being
warned
in
der, has completed the fine barn on the
M ilk.....................................................................6.47 a.m.
trying to maintain a quiet and undis
Accommodation....................................... .8.07 a. m. success. The attendance was very large, premises of Miss Mary Davis at the time, dashed into the rear of the other
Market................................................... .. 1.25 p. m. the hall being crowded during the Skippaek bridge on the Ridge turnpike. train. The Coroner’s inquest reached turbed political equilibrium during the
Accomodation................................................... 4.34 p.m. greater part of the evening. The weather
a verdict Monday night. They found present warm season. Our politicians
FOR ALLENTOW N AND PO IN TS NORTH AND WEST.
J. P. Koons, our jolly slater, was re  that the collision occurred because occasionally drink in enervating quaffs
was also favorable to success. The
Mall.............................................'................7.17 a. m. ladies and gentlemen having charge of cently engaged iil slating several houses
Flagman Preston Walters disobeyed from the deep well of philosophy, and
Accomodation...................................................<1.14 a.m.
----- IF YOU WANT A FIRST-CLASS ----Market.................................................................3.13 p.m. the festival were attentive and cour in Philadelphia. Joe has about all the the rules. When the local freight train after they have fnjoj’ed a season of
Accommodation...............................................6.40 p.m. teous to visitors and in every particular work he can do.
reached Spring Mill it was his duty to profound meditation no one is able to
SUNDAYS— SOUTH.
filled well their posts. The strains of
Locusts are quite numerous in this go back twelve hundred yards to signal tell just where they will again shine in
M ilk.............................................................. 6.56 a. m. music from the Ironbridge Orchestra
the approaching train. The fact estab the political firmament. Noble Romans
section
and give us plenty of music.
Accomodation......................- ....................6.49 p. m.
Be sure to examine ours before purchasing elsewhere. They are built with first-class material
tended
to
enliven
the
occasion.
lished is that he had proceeded but —our politicians.
NORTH.
and by skilled workmen. No time or expense is saved to make them superior in every respect.
F.
P.
Faringer
says
he
has
plenty
of
two hundred yards, although he had
Accommodation................................... 10.3 a. m.
potato bugs of the imported kind, and more than five minutes to accomplish
M ilk............................ :.............................. 5.41 p. m.
The Jr. Order, U. A. M., No. 25, of Double-gear and direct-gear, One and Two Horse, Level and Straight Tread. Meunted if required.
W recked.
says he will sell them at 10 cents per the distance.
Evansburg, recently presented a unique
Wednesday evening, last week, Jos. bug. Those who desire to purchase
and handsome gold badge to L. H. In
All communications, business or Campbell, of Lower Providence, stop can call on the gentleman and be
gram, one of the members of the order,
MURDER TRIALS.
otherwise, transmitted to us through the ped at Blanchford’s carriage works,hav supplied.
of this place. The badge was the prize
N o r r ist o w n , May 25, 1885.
mails, to receive immediate attention, ing some business to transact with Mr.
offered by the order last winter to -the
Enos Detwiler is building a large
Blanchford. As he was about to start barn
The
June
Criminal Court ended last member who succeeded in proposing
and house on the farm he purmust be directed to Collegeville, P. 0., homeward, the horse commenced back
of Wm. D. Hunsicker a few Saturday after a two weeks session. the largest number of candidates for
hereafter.
ing. He applied the whip rather vigor chased
Mr. Ingram proposed
years ago. The barn is completed,and The first week was noted for its trivial membership.
ously and the horse made a plunge, the
cases and few convictions ; while in the 56 candidates, 48 of whom have been
house
will
be
finished
after
harvest.
second week there were two murder regularly initiated.
A. K. Thomas has withdrawn his in veering to one side, bringing the vehicle Enos is an enterprising citizen.
The
trials, a very uncommon occurrence in
terest in the Lansdale Reporter. Dr. in contact with another wagon.
Hunsicker Bros., received on Monday our county.
collision upset Mr. C.’s carriage, and
The first was that of
Andrews will continue the business.
“Ajax,” the Harrisburg correspon
the horse became more unmanageable fourteen cars loaded with coal. We do James Shields for wife murder. The dent of the Norristown Herald, in a
than ever.
The animal however was not need coal at present, but the boys
showed 'ttra-t the crime of letter dated June II, referred to our
----- IF YOU WANT A GOOD-----i
Butcher Thompson will pass through checked by the hitching post in front are preparing for the season when the testimony
which
he
was
accused was one of the townsman A. D. Fetterolf, Esq., in
this place every week day during the of Hunsicker’s tinsmith shop.
The black diamonds will be in demand.
most beastly and repulsive character. the following graceful terms : “ One of
hot weather with choice beef, veal, and carriage was reduced to almost a total
S lack.
The details were given in the daily pa the busiest men in Harrisburg this week
mutton.
wreck. Yery fortunately, and almost
pers and I shall not particularize here. fs A. D. Fetterolf, Esq., of Collegeville.
The physicians testified that his brutal He is one of the Transcribing Clerks
A Sad Accident.
You should buy the DWARF, for the following reasons : It stands lower to the floor than any
The examination of teachers in this miraculously, Mr, Campbell escaped
ity was not the immediate cause of of the House, and by his ability and other make; has a wrought iron bar cylinder with steel teeth, (every tooth that breaks is replaced
district by Superintendent Hoffecker, injury.
A LONG , USEFUL, AND WELL-SPENT 'L IF E death and so the prisoner obtained a polite manners has won the esteem of free o f charge); has a wrought iron concave of peculiar construction which embodies the only true
will be held in the Trappe school build
verdict of not guilty. He was remand every member of the Legislature. While principle for the changes necessary for diflferent kinds of grain. It is patented by u s ; no other ma
SUDDENLY TERMINATED.
Y. P. A.
ing to-morrow. June 19.
chine can use it,and no other.machine can successfully compete with ours without this improvement.
The first anniversary of the YounoLast Friday, about no,on, Rev. John ed to prison, however, on the charge of conversing with Chief Clerk Pearson a Therefore if you want the .best buy the DWARF. It can be taken apart in three parts in a few
assault
and
battery
and
will
be
tried
few
weeks
ago
he
voluntarily
expressed
People’s
Association
of
St.
Luke’s
Re
Cassel returned to his home near again a t the next term of court.
If yon want to buy fly-nets, and. save
minutes. It has the most perfect screen in use, owned solely by us. It is the lightest running
The
money at the same time, go to Detwi- formed Church, Trappe, will be held to Markley’s mill. East Perkiomen town other m'uder trial was that of Alexan the opinion that Fetterolf was the best Thresher made and is guaranteed to clean all kinds o f grain ready for the market.
transcribing
clerk
he
had
ever
seen
in
night
(Thursday),
18th
inst.,
in
the
ship,
from
Blanchford’s
carriage
works,
ler’s, Upper Providence Square.
His
audience room of the church. A com this place, with a repaired and repaint der Steele for the murder of Theodore his years of legislative experience, and
stock is complete.
plete summary of the year’s work will ed wagon. He was about to unhitch F. Castor an inmate of the Norristown that he had the highest appreciation of
—IF YOU WANT A GOOD—
be given by the Secretary, Miss Katie his horse, and most probably was in Insane Asylum. This case excited his reliability, competency and accom
The largest strawberries brought to M. Williard. Mr. J. W. Meminger, of
much interest and during the two days modating disposition. The members
our notice this season came from the the National School of Oratory, Phila the act of reaching into the wagon for occupied in the trial the Court Room of the Montgomery delegation are
garden of G. W. Zimmerman. One of delphia, will declaim “The Revolution some purpose or other, when the animal was crowded with spectators anxious highly gratified with, their choice for
WE CAN SELL YOU THE
the berries measured
inches in cir. ary Rising.” Mr. A. W. Bomberger suddenly plunged forward and then to learn the merits of the case. Dis this office and feel that Mr. Fetterolf in
turned about. As near as can be told
cumference.
will read an essay on “The Failures of Mr. Cassel was caught between the trict Attorney Bickel and Chas. Hun bringing honor upon himself has hon
P E R K I N S ’
Success.” Miss Bertha C. Kooken, and shafts and the front wheel. In the sicker, Esq., prosecuted the case, while ored the gentlemen who selected him.” Which is the only perfect self-regulator in use.
Geo.
N.
Corson
and
J.
V.
Gotwals,
An additional daily passenger train Miss Ella B. Price will sustain the disaster which ensued Mr. Cassel was
We guarantee it to stand the storms. All size*.
for the summer on the Perkiomen rail ladies’ side of the program. Rev. J. I terribly cut and bruised about the head. Esqs., took care of the prisoners inter
Exam ination a t Black Rock.
Geared mills for grinding and all light work.
road made its firstt run Monday.
It Good, pastqr of Heidelberg church, The horse partially wrecked the wagon ests. In a previous letter, I gave you
Superintendent Hoffecker held the
passes here, going northward, at 5.42 Philadelphia, who has had special suc arid ran only a short distance. The the particulars of the tragedy but ■I annual examination of teachers for
—DO YOU WANT A—
p. m.
Southward : 1.15, reaching cess in young people’s work, will deliv injured man was taken into the house, will again give you the facts briefly’-.
Upper Providence school district at
On,
the
night
of
May
4,
1885,
Theo.
Philadelphia at 8.55 p. m.
er an address on some popular subject and Dr. J. Umstad soon responded to
Black Rock, Wednesday, last week.
appropriate to the occasion.
the call for medical assistance, and F. Castor, a pay patient in ward D ,! The class contained 32 applicants for
Section
1,
in
the
Norristown
Asylurq,
For any purpose.? We have a large stock of
every effort was exerted to revive Mr. became very troublesome and after be certificates, 24 of whom were success
Zieglervifle Lodge, K. of P., donated
cedar lumber and manufacture any size to order.
$50 to pay the funeral expenses of
Cassel from the state of unconsciousness
ful.
The
Board
of
Directors
selected
An Interesting Case.
ing put to bed refused to remain there.
We furnish all kinds of PIPING for water, or
Henry E. Croll, of Limerick, who was
An interesting case was brought be into which he had suddenly been thrown, From seven till half past nine o’clock the following teachers for the ensuing steam, and do PLUMBING and STEAM FIT
killed by a falling wall. The deceased fore ’Squire Fetterolf, this place, last and to assist in restoring the life which
year : Pennypacker’s school, C. N
was a member but not entitled to Monday, the particulars of which are began ebbing way soon after the un he was under the charge of an atten Fryer ; Dismant’s, Sallie Davis ; Bech TING, in every branch.
dant
named
Turnbull
who
several
times
—HAND PUMPS OF EVERY VARIETY.—
funeral benefits.
about as follows : James R. Weikel,of fortunate occurrence. A t no time did forced him into his bed. At. half past tel’s, Mary C. Boileau; Garwood, Mame
—IF YOU WANT AN—
near Trappe, owned a valuable mare the sufferer regain consciousness.
nine Alexander Steele relieved Turn- E. Fox ; Mennonite, Mr. Longacre ;
On
Sunday
following,
11
a.
m.,
sur
Tne Perkiomen B. B. C , went to which he had insured in the Lower
bull. Shortly after this Castor jumped Quaker, Mr. Williams; Green Tree,
Bridgeport last Saturday afternoon to Providence Live Stock Insurance Com rounded by those near to him, Mr. out of bed and ran to the water closet gratnmar, Sallie E. Wile^ ; primary Bored, give us a call. We have a first-class Drill
Mary Quintee ; Quincyville, Hattie R.
wrestle with a nine of that place, com pany for $150. Some time last Decem Cassel breathed his last.
and there seizing a chamber said he Hallman
The
deceased
was
nearly
71
years
of
; Mont Clare, grammar, Ella and Rigging to bore six and eight inch holes a
ber
whilst
on
a
threshing
power
the
posed principally, it is said, of boys.
would kill the defendant. Steele flew Sowers; primary,
age,
and
leaves
a
widow
and
seven
Ada M. Keeley; Port thousand feet deep, if necessary. The common
Mr.
Our home team parted with its laurels. animal fell and injured Jts leg.
into a passion and taking the chamber
children,
three
sons
and
four
daughters;
Providence, grammar, Charles Anson ; idea has prevailed that artesian wells are expen
We hope the boys will do better, here Weikel secured the best medical skill
away threw -Castor down and kicked primary,
sive, but if you will inquire into the matter you
three
of
the
latter
reside
in
Kansas,
one
Miss Longabough.
to attend the animal.
The veterinary
after, or quit business.
and beat him until he was helpless. He
will find them far cheaper than the old method
of
whom
is
the
wife
of
Mr.
J.
JCern.
surgeons all pronounced the animal in
then called Turnbull, who was only a
o f digging wells, besides they always ensure
curable.
The Company on being noti For a period of nearly forty years he short distance away grid they both ’put
P U B L IC S A L S
supply of pure water.
About 35 members of Camp N. 114,
officiated
as
preacher
among
the
River
OF
P. O. S. of A., of Norristown, visited fied sent several committees to examine Brethren, and for the past twenty years Castor to bed. Shortly after he rose
I f you want a MOWER, REAPER, or BINDER, we have them to sell and you wiH get a good one
Washington Camp, this place, Tuesday the an imal, and these several committees was Bishop of the district .which in partly up as if to get out of bed when
because we have the BUCKEYE. Hay Tedders, Hay Rakes of three different kinds. We have for
F
R
E
S
H
CO
W
S
!
evening. The visitors were conveyed reported that the mare was not entirely cludes Montgomery and Bucks counties. Steele took hold of him forced him Will be sold at Public Sale* on MONDAY, sale the SOUTH BEND PLOW, and the SUPERIOR GRAIN DRILL which far surpasses any other
here in a large coach. The occasion worthless, and did not order the ani His position required him to journey down into the bed and put his knee on JUNE 22,1885, at Perkiomen Bridge Hotel make.
ONE CAR
. ’
was a pleasant one.
The Ironbridge mal killed. Mr. Weikel relying on the frequently to various parts of the Uni his chest. „Castor riiade no more resis
- — WE MANUFACTURE ALL KINDS OF----o f Fresh Cows with calves, direct
Band came down and furnished music advice of the surgeons, had the mare ted States and Canada to attend the tance and soon after ten o’clock he died. ■sgiTjtLoad York
county. Good judgment was MILL GEARING, SHAFTING, HANGERS, PULLEYS, <3C.
killed.
Hence
the
suit.
Judgement
Turnbull and Steele were both arrested
free of charge.
in the selection o f this stock, and it
was rendered for the sum of $150 in conferences of the church, and during and charged with the murder, bnt Turn- exercised
Give us a call and w e will sell to you at the right figures, and guarantee all of our work.
will be to the interest o f purchasers to attend
his
long
ministerial
career
he
traveled
favor ot Mr. Weikel. The case will
sale. Sale to commence at 2 o’clock, p. m.
bull
although
at
first
professing
to
Next Saturday afternoon and even undoubtedly go before a jury for final thousands of miles by rail. He took a know nothing about it, soon told the Conditions by
H. H. ALLEBACH.
J. G, Fetterolf.auct.
I. H. Johnson, clerk.
very active part in adoptiug measures
ing, a strawberry and ice-cream festi settlement.
leading to the construction of the whole story, and as he was corrobora
val will be held in the grove adjoining
COLLEQEiniiLE, Montgomery CoM Pa,
Brethren’s new church near Ironbridge, ted by other testimony, became the jp U B L IC SALE OF
the Episcopal church, Evansburg,under
U rsinus Com m encem ent.
chief
witness
for
the
Commonwealth.
the auspices of said church.
A very
Next week will doubtless bring many which is now about being completed.
The funeral will be held to-day, The line of the defence was that Steele"s
pleasant time is looked for. The Eagle- visitors to this place, who will come
(Thursday)
at 9 a. m., and will doubt life was endangered to so great an ex
ville Cornet Band will furnish the hither to enjoy the commencement
tent that the force used by him was
Will be sold at public Sale on SATURDAY,
music—AND—
season at Ursinus College. The exer less be very largely attended by the necessary to save his own life.
And JUNE 27, ’85, on the premises o f the undersign
numerous
relatives
and
friends
of
the
ed in Limerick township, a short distance south
cises this year, from beginning to end
that
the
fatal
wounds
were
either
caus
Square, about FIFTY ACRES of
During a recent evening the 17th. an promise to be very interesting, and deceased. Services at the house. In ed by the deceased himself, or by Turn- of Limerick
—MANUFACTURED AT—
and M eadow Grass , in lots to suit
niversary of Miss Lizzie, eldest daugh next Thursday, June 25, if the weather terment in the burying ground connec bull before Steele took charge of Cas TiMOTny
purchasers. Sale at 2 o’clock.
Conditions by
ted
with
the
new
church
building
men
I am pleased to inform my friends and patrons
ter of A. D. Alderfer, of Frnitville.was is fair, will attract a large gathering of
CHARLES TYSON.
tor. -Seven of the decedent’s ribs were
that I will open the
fittingly celebrated by a host of her visitors and friends of the College at tioned above.
broken
besides
other
injuries
and
the
I desire to inform my patrons and the public
A few remarks concerning Rev. John
jp U B L IC SALE OF
friends who took her completely by Trinity Christian Church, where the
physicians were unanimously of the
in general that I am now prepared to make
.surprise. The event was a most happy Commencement exercises will be held. Cassel, whose sudden death, under cir opinion that he could not have injured
FIRST CLASS BRICK for building and paving
purposes. I formerly made bricks in double
one throughout.
Following is the program in full for cumstances both sad and distressing, himself in that manner. The theories
moulds, and the brick would come out rather Trade with a more extensive stock o f MILLI
will not be out of place. His chief aim
the week :
rough. Single moulds are used now, and weave N E R Y GOODS than heretofore, andhave added
in life was to do good. However widely of the defendant’s counsel were plaus Will be sold at public sale, on SATURDAY, turning
out as good a brick as any to be had in a full line of NOTIONS , consisting o f
R. M. Hunsicker, of Lower Provi SUNDAY, June 21,—7:45 P. M. The Baccalaure men may differ in opinion as to the ible, and their speeches were able but JUNE 20,1885, by the undersigned, on the prem the county,
if not the best, none excepted. Par- j
ate
sermon,
by
President
Bomberger,
dence, was one of six graduates of MONDAY.—7 P. M. Meeting of the Executive best methods of accomplishing good, it was evident that the jury was not ises formerly occupied by Frank Ruth, in West ties wishing brick will find the prices for my
Perkiomen
township,
adjoining
lands
of
Stroud
stock
to
be
as
low as the lowest. Give me a call.
moved
and
unless
the
judges’"
charge
Crozer Theological Seminary last week.
Committee o f the College Board. 8. P. M. all men admire the individual who will
Spear, David Tyson, and others, and about mid I deliver brick on the cars or with horse and
Address before the Literary Societies, by Rev.
would
be
strongly
in
favor
of
the
Mr. Hunsicker delivered a discourse in
earnestly strive .from one year’s end to
way between Trappe and Rahn Station : About
Correspondence w ill receive prompt at
C. Z. Weiser.
prisoner there would be no acquittal. FOUR ACRES OF GOOD RYE ; l u ACRES OF wagon.
the Lower Providence Baptist church TUESDAY.—2
tention.
P. M. Preliminary meetings of the other, to accomplish what he hon
WHEAT,
and
8
ACRES
OF
MEADOW
AND
Jude
Boyer
carefully
reviewed
.the.
last Sunday morning. He is about to
Committees, of Alumni, Ursinus Union, etc. estly believes to be righteous purposes.
JAMES STONEBACK
8 P .M . Junior Class Prize Contest.
evidence, and showed clearly to the TIMOTHY GRASS, in lots to suit purchasers.
assume charge of a Baptist church at
A. M. Annual Meeting of Such a man was Mr. Cassel, whose the jurors that if they believed Turn- Sale to commence at 4 o’clock. Conditions;
Whitehall,near Williamsport,this State. WEDNESDAY.—10
IRONBRIDGE, MONTG’Y CO. PA.
Six months credit on sums exceeding $10. Under
the Board o f Directors. 1:30 P. M. Annual disposition was mild, persuasive, yet
ABRAM GRATER,
&c., &c., alwayson hand. Orders for Mourning
meeting o f the Alumni Association, and at firm and well-balanced. He was an hon bull’s testimony as corroborated they that amount, cash.
AT THE
Goods promptly filled, STAMPING in all its
must convict the prisoner of the homo3:30 P. M., o f Ursinus Union. 8 P .M . The
Mr. Joseph Buckwalter was 95 years
branches. Fancy needle work taught and made
est
man.
He
preached
the
doctrine
that
Annual Oration before the Alumni, by Rev.
cide.
If
they
found
the
killing
premedi
to
order. Goods at city prices. I 'thank my
old on Wednesday, June 10. For many
honesty,truthfulness,and fidelity should
A. B. Markley, A . B., of MillersviUe, Pa.
patrons for past favors and hope to give all an
years he resided in this township, but THURSDAY.—10 A .M . The Commencement govern the affairs of the world, and his tated and with malice their verdict
early welcome.
Exercises, including Orations by the Gradua
should be murder in the first or second
now lives with his daughter, Mrs.
--Agricultural Store—
ting Class, the Conferring of Degrees, etc._ whole life was a striking example of all degree ; if merely done in passion with
FLORA B. LACHMAN,
Jacojj Garber, in Philadelphia. In the
250 P. M. Reunion of the friends of the Col- the purer sentiments in man. Now that
Can be found all the latest and most improved
Agricultural Machinery, including
acquirement of years Mr. Buckwalter . lege.—4 P. M. Concert by Eureka Orchestra his life’s batte is over, may the memo out murderous intent their verdict
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
on the campus.—8 P. M. The President’s Re
is certainly a remarkable individual. I f
ries which recall his useful and well- should be guilty of manslaugter. The
ception.
jury
retired
and
remained
out
not
lon
spent years strengthen anew the pur
■we mistake not he performed service in
The undersigned, intending to retire from
T)ER K IO M EN BRIDGE HOTEL !
ger than an-hour and a half when they
the war of 1812.
At a meeting of the Garfield Lyceum pose, of all who knew him, to ever slowly filed into the Court Room, took
business, offers his ENTIRE STOCK of
AIVI) DOUBLE ROW
last Thursday evening the programme guide their footsteps in the paths of
The final result of the threshing con consisted of the following exercises: rectitude and honor. “An honest man their places, and in reply to the usual
CO R N P L A N T E R H. M. A L D E R F E R , Prop’r.
question put by the Clerk, Anthony
test which took place some time ago Instrumental music. Recitation, “ A is the noblest work of God.”
with Phosphate attachment—a machine that has
Richardson, the foreman, replied,
—AT—
This old established public house and summer
at the barn of Mr. C. M. Hunsicker, Leap Year Episode,” Miss Sallie Hen
given perfect satisfaction wherever sold.
Call
resort has changed owners, and the new proprie
“
Guilty
of
voluntary
manslaughter
as
and
see
it
or
send
for
descriptive
circular.
Also
Ironbridge, between Roberts’ Dwarf dricks ; Declamation, “ Casabianca,”_
tor desires to inform the public that he intends
A little over four weeks ago Fred
the Champion Mower, Reaper and Cord Binders, to
fully maintain the good reputation of the
thresher and cleaner, and the Heebner Gideon F isher; Vocal solo, S. L. Mes- erick Walters, of Trappe, fell from a mentioned in the second count of the
greatly
improved
within
the
last
year,
it
is
now
ojg®
Machine, does not agree with the report singer; Recitation, “ The wonderful ladder and broke one of his legs. The bill of indictment.” Steele watched l a r
most perfect and the lightest machine.
It can same. Ample accommodations for the traveling
best wines
be seen on any day at Yost’s Agricultural Store-. public. The bar is supplied with the apr-16-3m.
circulated shortly after the trial. It Sack,” Miss Lillie Preston ; Vocal solo break was rather a bad one. A t this the foreman intently and when the ver
Also all improved plows, Horse Rakes and all and liquors.
^as then erroneously reported that Mr. Sallie Fenstermacher; Select reading, writing Mr. Walters is walking about dict was given seemed to show no trepi
improved Farming Implements used.
All ma
ilia
Hunsicker had retained the Heebner “A terrible mishap to Mr. Fog’s baby,”’ with the aid of a cane. The remarka dation whatever. No change of coun
chinery sold at lowest market prices.
• aaa
tenance
was
noticeable
and
his
appear
LMER E. CONWAY.
GEORGE YOST,
machine. Mr. Munsicker has bought N. R. Hunsicker; Vocal solo, H. A. ble feature of the case is the very
ance was such that no one would have
Collegeville, Pa.
A
chance
for
bargains,
as
I
mean
to
sell,
The
fl R Warf Thresher and Cleaner, and Bomberger; Recitation, “ Sisterand I ” rapid recovery of the patient from the thought that he had the slightest inter store will be for rent.
the Heebner machine has been removed Mame Slichter; Select reading, “ Spar- injury sustained. The medical frater
Send six cents for postage, and rcBOOT and SHOEMAKER I
irom his barn, A full statement of the ticus to the Gladiators,” F. G. Hobson; nity ought to induce Dr. J. W. Royer est in what Mr. Richardson said. Mr.
.ceive free, a costly box of goods
COLLEGEVILLE, T A .
Gotwals
immediately
moved
for
an
ar
which
w
ill
help
all,
of
either
sex,
to
more
money
various facts concerning the contest Music, chorus. The Lyceum adjourned to give the modus operandi in regard
right away than anything else in this World. For
Good workmanship and good fit guaranteed..
rest of judgement and asked for a few
will ere long be published.
to meet September 10, 1885.
to the treatment of that leg.
days in which to file reasons for a new
T R A P P E , P A . tunes await the workers absolutely sure. At Stitched work a specialty. Repairing done

COLLEGETILLE MACHINE WORKS.
f

WHAT YOU WANT AND WHAT YOU CAN BUY !

H O R S E POWER.

- THRESHER AND SEPARATOR^

W ENT) P U M P

CEDAR TANK

ARTESIAN WELL

IM A O . R O B E R T S ,

G -B A S S I

Improved Brick, =

¡MILLINERY

---¡NOTIONS!

Spring and Summer

GRAIN a n d GRASS

F IN E LACES

FLOSSES
A B A 8EN E,

A Great Seduction!
= IN PRICES=

COLLEGEVILLE

Hench’s Patent Cultivator,

-:-Store Goods-:-

Cost Prices !
AND LESS.

II. C. STYER,

E

A PRIZE.,

once address T rue & Co., Augusta, Maine.

neatly and promptly,

may-7-tyr.

NS

J

w . ROYER, M.'D', | |

Practising Physician,

g P E Cl A L = 1

ABOUT SORGHUM.

T R A P P E , PA,
Office at his residence, nearly opposite Masonic
Hall.

=

BARGAINg

M Y. W EBER, M. D.,

Practising

----- AT-----

Physician,

E V A N SB U R G , PA
Office Honrs:—8 to 10, a. m. 2 to 4, p. m. 7 to 9

F e n to n B r o s .,

p. m.

DRY GOODS !

T H. HAMER, M. D.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

Op h c * H ours : i Tnl 9 a: “ • 12 to 2 p. m.
S
After 6 p. m.
¡ ^ “Special attention given to diseases of the
eye aud ear. Free clinic every Thursday morn
ing from 8 to 12 for eye and car diseases.

D

R. B. F. PLACE,

D

E

N

T

I S T

SO E. Airy Street, (opposite Veranda House)
NORRISTOWN. Branch Office: COLLEGE
VILLE, Mondays and Tuesdays.
t y Prices greatly reduced. Full setts from
$5 to $10.

P

G. HOBSON,

A ttorney-at-L aw ,
Cor. MAIN and SWEDE Streets, Norristown, ra.
Can he seen every, evening at his residence in
Freeland.
D.

FETTEROLF,

Justice of the Peace
CONVEYANCER and General Business agent.
Will clerk sales at reasonable rates,
Regular office days:—Monday and Thursday of
each week; also every evening.

J

OHN H. CASSELBERRY.

Extra heavy Canton Flannels
10 and 12 c. Muslins in all grades
from 5 to 12 c. per yard. Rem
nants, calicoes from 5 to 15 yds.
only 5 c. yd. An elegent all wool
*
black cashmere 57 c. worth 75.
*
Beautiful pattern o f Turkey Red
*
table Linen only 45c. formerly 62c.
*
Large stock o f comfortables from
*
$1.00 to $1.75. Pure Lambs wool
*
bed BLANKETS only $4.65 per
#
pair. Horse Blankets, from 75c.
*
to$3. “ K nock’em down” quilting
*
cotton best in the market only 16c.
*
lb. full weight. Ladies stylish felt
*
skirts only 50c. satin quilted skirts
*
only $1. Full line of Ladies aud
■* ' Gents underwear from 25c. up, all
*
wool red, medicated, reduced to
it
$1.25. Big drive in men’s seamless
*
half hose 2 pair for only 25c. ac
*
tually worth 20c. per pair. Ladies
*
all wool hose, in solid colors, on
*
ly 31c. per pair. Attractive lot of
*
Ladles and Gents all linen hand
*
kerchiefs with borders, from 10,to
*
30c. Job lot of Fringed Huck
*
Towels, all linen, only 25c. per
#
pair. Cloths and cassimeres In
*
latest styles. Full assortment of
*
Latest City styles in Stiff Hats.
Great
variety of HATS & CAPS.
*
*
*

(}4 mile north o f Trappe. )

Sales clerked; sale bills prepared. Orders by
mail will receive prompt attention.
Nov8-6m. P. 0 . Address: Limerick 8quare.

H. DETWILER.

Surveyor and Conveyancer

if
*

**
1r
«
#
*

*
•*
*
V
*
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*
*
Ve
Ve

*
*
*
*
*
Ve

*
*
*
*

GROCERIES !
*
*
*
*
*
Ve
Ve

Surveyor and Conveyancer

Q

Ve

*

Ve
Ve

G O L L E G E V IL L E Pa.

#
*
*
*
#
*
*
*
*

Best Granulated sugar, 7c. lb.
Best Table Syrup, flavored, only
55c. per gal., pure sugar svrup
for baking, 40c. per gal. New
cropN. O., Molasses,75c. pergal.
Pure White Wine Vinegar, 24c,
per gal. Extra large Mackeral.
14c. per lb. Baker’s and Winslow’s
CORN, 2 cans 25c. Soused mack
erel, 25c. a can. 8almcn, best 15c.
can.
Pure honey in jelly cups,
only 15c.
Extra fine evaporated
peaches, 18c. per lb. Large sacks
o f Liverpool ground salt, only $1.
We make a specialty o f Sapho
Safety Oil, only 18e. per gal. Gi
rard, Allentown, and Lucas ready
mixed PAINTS at lowest figures.

Ve

*
*
Ve

*
Vt

*
«
Ve
V

*
*
#
*
*
*
*
«

B oots a n d S h o es

A lso L E V E L IN G and G R A D IN G .
IRON BRIDGE, P. 0 .

Rahn Station, Montg. County, Fa.

J

SeplSlyr.

P. KOONS,

Practical Slater Z !
R A H N ’S S T A T IO N Pa.
Dealer in every quality o f Rootling, Flag
ging, and Ornamental Slates. Send for estima
tes, and prices.

We have a large stock of Freed’s men’s boot
and shoes. Boys boots, Freed’s make, only $1.95.
Mens boots, only $2.45. Children’s shoes, Freeds,
$1.25. Bargain in men’s Slippers, $1.12.
We
make a specialty o f Ladies fine dress shoes. An
elegant assortment o f Rubber Goods at.rock bot
tom prices. Large selected stock of Queens and
(51ass ware, Wood and Willpw ware, beautiful
patterns o f floor and table Oil Cloths, and latest
styles of wall paper and borders at extremely
low prices. Our stock o f Hardware, Drugs, and
Window glass is complete.
An elegant double
barrel English twist gun, only $12. Horse powei*
feed cutter—good as new—cheap. *

JJ H. ELLIS

Carpenter and Builder I !

Collsgevills, Fa.

G R A T E R ’S F O R D , P A ,
Estimates made for work and contracts taken.
All work promptly done in a satisfactory manner.
-528

J7DWARD DAYID,

PAINTER and PAPER«HANQER,
COLLEGEVILLE PA.
Orders promptly attended to. Can do any kind
of work in the line of painting, graining, and
paper-hanging, satisfactorily. Estimates cheer
fully furnished upon application.

# 3 “TH E OLD
-STONE STORESTOCK AND
FIXTURES
—TO BE—

JOH N MILLER,

!!! SOLD OUT !!!

T A I L O R .
TRAPPE, PA.
Suite cut and made to order in accordance with
latest styles, or in any style that may be desired.
Fits guarqpteed. Good work. Reasonable prices.

CAMUEL P. SHANTZ.

Carpenter and Builder.
RAHN SRATION, PA.
Contractor for all kinds of Carpenter Work.
No pains spared to give satisfaction.

Either in bulk or at retail, because
I am going to retire from business
by roason of failing health. I want
a purchaser for the whole business,
but In the interval will sell at retail

AT PRICES
TO SUIT!
Thus making the most wondtrful

T G.. T.
1 MILLER.

offerings In

V,

CARPENTERaud BUILDER,
TRAPPE PA.
Estimates for work furpiebed upon application,
and contracts taken. All orders will be attended
to promptly.
ja n .l/8 5 ,tf.

J.

DRY GOODS,
CARPETS,

W. GOTWALS.

OIL CLOTHS.

P A I N T E R

!

A Reduction Sale

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.,
Estimates furnished and Contracts taken.
apr-16-tf

J

That will pay everybody to attend.

A. A YEAKLE,

AMES B. RAPP.

HARNESS MANUFACTURER !

Old Stone Store, Corner Dekalb
and Main Streets, Norristown.

—Blanchford’s Building,—
COLLEGEVILLE, MONTG’Y CO., PA.
A full stock of HARNESS, lap-covers, blank
ets, whips, and all goods pertaining to the busi
ness always on hand. N EW HARNESS, o f the
beat material made to order. Repairing prompt
ly done. Heavy horse harness, collars, liâmes Ac.
apr9-tf.

OUNDAY PAPERS.
The different Philadelphia Sunday papers will
be delivered to those wishing- to purchase along
the line o f Collegeville, Freeland and Trappe,
every Sunday morning,

ilENRY YOST,
News Agent,

Collegeville.

J E W IS WISMER,

Wanted

WE WANT 1000 more BOOK AGENTS
for the grand

and fastest selling book ever published.

OURFAMOUSWOMEN
This is im ontirelj new and original work just published, and
i s the joint prtxlne'i M id SO'-of our greatest living authors.
Including Elizabeth S 'u *rt Phelps. P ost Terry Cooke, H arriet
Prescott SpojTord. itlurion l ia r land, M ary A . Livermore,
H a rriet Beecher Stowe, Louise Chandler Moultom M ary
Cltiuiner, Lucy Lurcout, find 11 other well known authors,
i uvn) TWENTY distinguished w riters here give for the first
t*uie, the complete history o f the"Lives and Deeds o f SO
f aim. us American women, most o f whom are now living,
vrlio&e lives have never before been w ritten, and they tell
huev they have won their way from obscurity to fame and
£ lo;.v* For Thrilling Interest, Romantic Story, Spicy Humor,
and Tender Pathos, this grsnd book Is without a peer. The
L h r shun A dvocate says t " T h is splendid hook certainly is one
a t the very best an d choicest subscription-book* we have ever
I I 18 splendidly illustrated with full-page engravings,
bc&iucs many superb portnuld fr o m speciulphotographs.

AGENTS W A N T E D !

Practical Slater !
Collegeville Pa. On and after Aprial 1st 1883,
the undersigned will be located at Collegeville,
where he will keep on hand all kinds o f slate of
the very best quality; also Felt Rooffing which Is
guaranteed to out-wear any shingle or tin roof
—price, $3.00 per square. All orders for slate
or felt roofing promptly attended to.
The best Slatington Slate $5 per square. Chap
man slate $6 per square.
Carpet lining Felt, expressly for laying under
carpets, sold at the lowest prices.
mar.lO-tf
LEWIS WISMER.

Agriculture and Science.

A G E N T S ! This rrend book is now out-selling all otl
others
l o t o 1 . Ministers, Editors, Critic*, etc., uhqiuuitiedly
dorse it and wish it Godspeed. W e havev iimmi
many
ag<
j lady
»«uly agents
who nave sold over 3 0 0 in their respective townships. We
w an. u few good »vents—meu or women—in this vicinity at

RUPTUREI hv DR. I.

B. MAYER,
successful specialist. E a s e at once. No op,
tion or delay from business. Tested by hundr
o f cares. Send for circular. Advice Free.
au21-ly.
831 A r c h 8 t r e e t , Fhiladelpl

to be four pounds in weight and four
teen inches in length.
A few rods from the spawning pond
is one of the large “nursery ponds,”
which is well banked up and covers
about three acres of ground. In this
nursery pond, at the time of the visit
of the writer, there were over two
thousand small carp. Near by' is
another large sheet of water called the
“ maturing pond,” and in this are
about fifteen hundred carp, many of
which weigh over two pounds. The
water for these two large ponds is
obtained from a steam that runs
through the western extremity of the
farm; they also communicate with each
other by means of sluices, and the wa
ter is kept »at a uniform height by
means of convenient overflows.
When carp are wanted from the ma
turing pond it is drained by means of
the sluice and the fish run into a small
pond that adjoins the large one, and
here they are received in such quanti
ties as are wanted. During the sum
mer time the nursery and maturing
ponds are utilized for boating purposes,
and they often contain pleasure or
picnic parties from the city or surround
ing country. Mr. Eberts contemplates
extending his facilities for raising carp
in the early future, and for that purpose
he has located several available spots
on his estate which can be converted
into carp ponds without any difficulty
and at short notice.

A correspondent of the'Yew England
Farmer furnishes a lengthy article
from which we condense the follow
ing :
“The new Commissioner of Agricul
ture has long been an advocate of
sorghum culture, believing in its adop
tion as a source of sugar supply, and
in the profitable character of the plant
in other respects. I t is, therefore, be
lieved that the experiments of the
government in the manufacture of
sorghum sugar are to be renewed, and
it is even intimated that Dr. Peter
Collier, former chemist of the Agricul
tural Department, will be given another
chance to perfect and demonstrate his
theories regarding the production of
sugar for sorghum cane. Sorghum was
first introduced here in 1853, having
been sent from China to France about
three years previously. While generally
regarded only as a forage plant, or as
producing an inferior grade of syrup, it
is a fact that nine-tenths of the East
Indians snbsist mainly upon sorghum
seed. In Turkestan it is the main
cereal, and in Northern China it is
grown as maize with us, and for the
same purposes, and has practically ex
cluded maize. Mr. Collier has obtained,
from India and China, the seed , of
seventy-three distinct varieties of sor
ghum, none of which are grown here.
He states that, for the past thousand
^ O T IC E TO TAXPAYERS.
years, it is probably true that the seed
In pursuance of an Act o f Assembly approved
of sorghum has furnished food in greater
March 17th, 1888, and supplementary acts there
abundance for man and beast than have to, the Treasurer of Montgomery county will
meet the taxpayers of said county, at the follow
wheat and maize combined. It is chem ing
named times and places, for the purpose of
ically identified with maize and equally receiving the State and County Taxes, for the
year 1885, assessed in their respective districts,
valuable for food or fattening. The viz :
seed will pay the entire cost of culti Township of Horsham, at the public house of
& J. K. Hallowell, Thursday, June 18, from
vation and delivery of the cane at the G.
10 to 3.
mill. Mr. Collier states that “the
Township o f Lower Merion, lower district,
at the office o f Bernard McMonagle, Friday,
average amount of available sugar pre east,
June 19, from 9 to 11.
sent in the juice, actually expressed,
Township of Lower Merion, lower district, at
the public house o f James Baird, on Friday,
from a crop actually grown, equalled June
19, from 12)4 to 4.
1,960 pounds per acre, while the amount
Township of Lower Merion, upper district,
at the public house of Isaac H. Evans, on
of available sugar actually present in west,
Saturday, June 20, from 8 to 11.
the crop, on the supposition of ninety
Township o f Lower Merion, upper district, at
the public house of Jesse K. Johnson, Saturday,
per cent, of juice, was an average of 2,- June
20, from 12 to 3.
853 pounds per acre.” The bagasse, or
Township o f Gwynedd, Lower, at the public
of Samuel C. Custer, Monday, June 22,
crushed cane cane be made to yield a house
from 9 to 12,
paper pulp, giving an excellent quality
Township of Gwynedd, Upper, at the public
of paper, aud worth, on an average house of Michael Frederick, Monday, Juue 22,
from 1 to 3.
yield of ten tons of cane to the acre
Borough of North Wales, at the public house
o f Francis Kile, on Tuesday, June 23, from 10
$40 per acre. Mr. Collier claims that the to
3.
sorghum crop is fully the equal of „ Township o f Montgòmery, at the public house
Samuel M. Johnson, Wednesday, June 24,
Indian corn for its seed, and, in its of
from 10 to 3.
Township o f Upper Providence, Upper, at the
stalks, fully as rich in sugar as the
public bouse of Jacob Smoyer, on Thursday,
sugar cane of Louisiana,besides furnish June 25, from 9 to 3.
Borough of Royersford, at the public house of
ing, in its bagasse, a material for the Rebecca
Schraek, on Friday, June 26, from 10
to
3.
silo twice as valuable as ordinary en
Township of Upper Providence, Lower, at
silage, or an excellent material for Port Providence Hall, Saturday, June 27, from
to 3,
paper pulp. With a much smaller 10Township
o f Whitemarsh, West, at the public
margin than Mr. Collin figures out; the house o f John Beyerly, on Thursday, July 2,
from 10 to 3.
sorghum crop could be made profitable
Township of Whitpaln, at the public house of
to the ifarmer. Still the question recurs. William C. Blackburn, ou Friday, July 3, from
10 to 3.
Is sorghum culture practically profita
Township o f Lower Providence, at the public
house of George W. Emery, on Tuesday, July
ble ?”
7, from 9 to 3.
Township o f Worcester, at the public house
There is little doubt but in the near
o f Elijah Skeen, on Wednesday, July 8, from
future the growing of sorghum will be 10 to 3.
Borough o f Pottstown, east ward, at the
come a profitable industry in portions
public house o f D. H. Bennett, on Thursday,
of the world where the climate is July 9, from 9 to 4.
o f Pottstown, 2d and 3d wards, at
adapted to it. The question here we theBorough
public house of W. O’Brien, on Friday, July
regard as depending more upon the 10, from 9 to 4.
Borough o f Pottstown, west ward, at the
climate than any other feature. The public house o f W. R. Shuler, on Saturday,
July
11, from 9 to 3.
idea of using the bagasse for paper
Township o f Limerick, at the public house
pulp, is doubtless preferable to at of L. L. Bechtel, on Monday, July 13, from 10
4.
tempting to converting it into food for to Township
of Pottsgrove, Lower, at the public
bouse
of Nathaniel Fryer, on Tuesday, July 14,
stock.
PRACTICAL CARP RAISING.
The Germantown Telegraph gives
the following description of the famous
Eberts’ carp farm at Ashland, Camden
county, New Jersey;
A short distance from the family
residence or farm house and in a hollow
spot is located a small sheet of water
known as the “spawning pond,” and
into this was originally placed abouV
twenty spawning carp. Some of these
were lost by the depredations of fish
hawks, snakes, frogs, etc., which prey
upon carp ; but there are yet in this
pond about fourteen 'carp of large size
and productive character, some will
weight about ten pounds. The spawn
ing pond mentioned really consists of
two ponds that communicate by means
of a well arranged sluice gate. The
carp are kept strictly by themselves
and great care is taken that nothing
living is permitted to occupy the water
of the pond, and the spawning carp
hold undisputed sway. The eggs frSm
these carp are carefully protected from
being devoured by frogs and snakes.
The water for the spawning pond is
obtained from a spring house near the
farm house, and it can be drained and
supplied with fresh water at Mr.
Eberts’ pleasure. This pond, as well
as the larger ones a short distance off
are securely and substantially banked.
Mr. Eberts has his spawning carp un
der perfect control. They spawn in
May, and the small carp are then care
fully taken out and placed in the large
breeding ponds. To show the extent
of breeding on Mr. Eberts’ farm, it may
be mentioned that last summer six
thousand good carp were obtained from
the fourteen spawning carp alluded to,
and the excellent system of draining
the pond and hunting up the small
carp prevents the loss of any of them.
During one summer in Mr. Eberts’
ponds carp four inches in length grew

Harness Emporium,

The Same Man

Upper Providence Square Pa.,

JOHN 0. E M IL E H Proprietor.

The undersigned hereby informs his patrons
and the public in general, that he is now loca
ted at

G R A T E R ’S FO R D ,

kinds o f goods pertaining to the
Repairing done in the best manner.
tion^juaranteed to all.

business.
Satisfac-

Where he Is better prepared than ever to offer
great bargains In NEW and SECOND-HAND

F U R N IT U R E !
Old hard wood furniture taken in exchange
for new. Repairing promptly attended to. I
am thankful for past favors and expect to merit
continued patronage.

Co.,

Penna

HeeHner’s Patent level Treat!
M orse P ow ers !
Are much the easiest for the horses, and have
the only safe and reliable Speed Regulator ever
applied to horse powers,
H e e c n p b ’s L it t i ,b

G ia n t

W m.J. THOMPSON

T h r e sh in g

and

Cl e a n in g M a c h in e ,

AND THRESHERS AND SHAKERS.
Also all the best Mowers, Reapers, Hay
Rakes, dec.
i All kinds of Iron and Brass Castings made to
order.
Repairing done by competent workmen and at
lowest prices.
Steam Engines, Boilers, and outfits for Mills,
Factories, Creameries, &c. Send for Circulars,

HBEBHER & SONS,
LANSDALE, PA.

Geo. D. Detwiler.

In addition to the above, a full stock of Lubri
cating and Machine Oils, Coal and Headlight
Oil. Also cigars and Tobacco.

John &. Detwiler,

Montg.

The Oldest Agricultural Works in Penna.

AIOTIEE PIACE!

BLANKETS,
TOP-COVERS,
IMPROVED COLLARS,
WHIPS, <£«., dkc.
> AI1 kinds o f Harness Oil, and a supply o f all

H E E B N E R St. SONS,
LAN SD ALE,

—AT—

[Successor to Jos. G. Gotwals]

The undersigned takes pleasure In announclng to the public that he is prepared to fill all
orders for Harness at short notice and at reason
able prices. g o o d Ma t e r i a l and w o r k 
m a n s h i p . A full stock of

IF YOU WANT THE BEST AND CHEAPEST
MACHINES GO TO

Gristock & Vanderslice,
C O L L E G E V IL L E , PA .

—BUTCHER, AND DEALER IN THE BEST—

BEEF,
VEAL,
MUTTON;

T

Visits Collegeville, Trappe, and vicinity on Tues
day, Thursday and Saturday mornings o f each
week. Thankful to the public for past favors he
invites continued patronage. Highest cash price
paid for calves.

D e a l e r s in

White and Yellow Pine, and Hemlock

LU M BER ,
Various grades, dressed and undressed.

S H IN G L E S , split and sawed.
P IC K E T S ,

CEDAR

AND

C H EST N U T

R A IL S .

L e h i g h and S c h u y lk ill

WM. J. THOMPSON,
LOWER PROVIDENCE, PA.

JOB PRINTING

COLLEGEVILLE

P

A RRIAG E

w

ORKS !

Special Bargains in Jump-Seat, Brewster SideBar and Llrnken Side-Bar

COAL.

-

-

COAL.

IF L O T T IR /,

Corn, Bran, Middlings,
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

Now on hand. Best material, best work
manship, lowest prices.
W. H. BLANCHFORD,
Collegeville, Pa.

JO SEPH STO N E,
CARPET

O ATS, L IN S E E D M E A L,

AND CAKE MEAL.
Shoemaker’s Phosphate, and others. Harrison’s
Town and Country Paint,-^-second to none in
the market. Also Harrison’s Rough and Ready
Paint,—a cheap durable paint for barns and
fencing.

WEAVER,
: CALL A T T H E :

COLLEGEVILLE HOTEL,
(Formerly Beard House.)

EXECUTED

Rag Carpet woven to order in any style desired.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Good Rag Carpet for
sale at reasonable prices.

Yerkes Station lilis .
—IN THE—

Patent i r w Straw ,
aai Fancy Family Flow,
Manufactured from the best wheat by the most
Improved Facilities.

Where you will find a large supply of

CHOICE FAMILY FLOUR,
Corn, Oats, Wheat
and Screanlngs.

Corn Meal, Bran, Middlings,
Linseed Meal, SugarHeorn Feed,
H O M IN Y F E E D M E A L ,

M A L T SPROUTS, &c.

Quality Guaranteed. Lowest Market Frioes.
Always on hand a full Stock of

BEST MANNER

CORN,
OATS,
BRAN,
MIDDLINGS,
RYE BRAN,
LINSEED MEAL, Ac.

tSS"LOWEST CASH PRICES.

from 8 to 12.
Township of Pottsgrove, Upper, at the public
house o f F. R. Pennypacker, on Tuesday, July
14, from 1 to 4.
Township o f Douglass, West, at the public
house of Jacob L. Bickel, ori Wednesday, July
15, from 8 to 11.
Township of Douglass, East, at the public
house- of F. B. F ox, on Wednesday, July 15,
from 1 to 4.
Township of New Hanover, at thè public house
of A. E. Weand, on Thursday, July 16, from 9
to 3.
Township of Frederick, at the public house
of Frank Hendrick, on Friday, July 17, from

Having the latest most Improved and conven
ient facilities for handling feed with the laeast
possible cost. I am enabled to defy competition
In the sale of all kinds o f feed and grain, will
not be undersold by anyone. J^"A lso a large
and well selected stock of the best LEH IG H

and SCHUYLKILL COAL.

A. C. L A N D E S .
T A D IE S !

Good, clear Wheat received at all times.

J. H. L A N D E S .

-A T THIS Of f i c e -

J. H. K R O U T ,

The Fall Styles are now out in Frizzes, Combs,
&c. We have a large stock on hand. Plenty of
good and cheap Switches. Nets and pins of
every description. Combings made up and hair
bought.
K. M. AUGE,
lfi E. Main Street, Norristown, Pa

CIGAR MANUFACTURER
-T R A P P E , P A -

8 to 2.

Township of Marlborough, at the public house
o f Samuel Barndt, on Monday, July 20, from
10 to 2.
.
Borough of Greenlane, at the public house of
D. H. Rudy, on Monday,. July 20, from 3 to 6.
Borough of East Greenville, at the public
house of N. B. Keely, on Tuesday, July 21, from
10 to 3.
Township of Upper Hanover, at the public
house of Jonas Ilaring, on Wednesday, July 22,
from 9 to 8.
Township of Upper Salford, East,"at the pub
lic house of Jacob P. Dannehower, on Thursday,
July 23, from 8 to 11.
Township o f Upper Salford, West, at the pub
lic house of Jesse N. Gerhard, on Thursday,
J uly 23, from 1 to 4,
Township of Lower Salford, at the public
house of V. S. Ziegler, on Friday, July 24, from
9 to 3.
Township of Perkiomen, West, at the public
bouse of David H. Bean, on Monday, July 27,
from 9 to 8.
Township of Perkiomen, East, at the public
house ot Michael S. Croll, on Tuesday, July 28,
from 9 to 3.
Borough of Lansdale, at the public house of
Oliver L. Althouse, on Wednesday, July 29,
from 9 to 3.
Township of Franconia, at the public house
o f Gideon N. Nice, on Thursday, July 30, from
9 to 3.
Township of Hatfield, at the public house of
James Carver, on Friday, July 81, from 9 to 3.
Township of Towamencin, at the public house
of A. S. Bickel, on Saturday, August 1, from
10 to 3.
Borough o f Hatboro, at the public house
o f John B. Jones, on Tuesday, August 4, from
10 to 3.
8
Township of Moreland, Lower, at the public
house o f Eli Engle, on Wednesday. August 5,
from 8 to 12.
Township of Moreland, Upper, at the public
house of John C. Hobensack, on Wednesday,
August 5, from 1 to 4.
Township of Abington, at the public house
o f Charles Cottman, on Thursday, August 6,
from 9 to 3.
Borough of Jenkingtown, at the public house
of J . F . Cottman, on Friday, August 7, from
10 to 3.
Township of Cheltenham, at the public house
o fL . V. Clayton, on Monday August 10, from
8 to 3.
Taxes not paid to the County Treasurer on or
before the 15th day o f September, 1885, will he
given into the hands o f a collector, when 5 per
cent, will be added for collection, as per Act of
Assembly.
HENRY A. COLE,
Treasurer of Montgomery County.
County Treasurer’s Office, )
Norristown, May 8,1885. S
may28.

s u b s c r ib e

FOR THE
MANUFACTURER AND WHOLESALE AND
RETAIL DEALER IN

C I G A R S * ® 2®

“PROVIDENCE

H te g -C IG A R E T T E S ,
Chewing and Smoking Tobacco, pipés &c.,
All orders Promptly filled at the lowest prices.

COLLEGEVILLE

HEALTH RESTORING PILLS.

Will aid tli «Liver to perform its proper functions.
Will assist nature to throw off all impurities.
Will save you many aches and sleepless nights.
Will save you large doctors’ bills.
Will cure Dyspepsia, Liver Complaint, Head
ache, Pimples; Blotches, and all diseases arising
lrom a torpid Liver and impure blood. These Pills
are strictly vegetable, and produce a natural
evacuation of the bowels without pain, nausea, or
costiveness, effects which follow the use of most
other purges. One trial will convince you that
they will ao all that is claimed for them.
PKJCE, 25 C E N T S .

^

\^\\>V CvX & Oo

INDEPENDENT” B A K E R Y !
.

J. H. RICHARD, Prop’r.
One o f the best Local, Family and General
newspapers published.
Now is the time to
subscribe.

Fresh Bread, Rolls &cM
fJ'HE POPULAR
EVERY MORNING.

T pR A N K WUNSCHEL,

C A R P E T W EAVER !
Near Upper Providence Square, (on the premises
formerly occupied by Mr. Hallman, deceased.)
Carpets o f ail grades woven to order.
Ready
made carpet for sale,
may.!4-2m

IC E C R E A M !
Different flavors, daring the Season now open
ed. Parties, Pic-Nlcs and weddings supplied at
short notice, on reasonable terms.

DINING ROOMS,
Under Acker’s Building, Swede Street, near
Main, Norristown,
H A R R Y B . L O N S', Proprietor,
Is the place to go to get auvthinsr you may de
sire in the eating line, prepared In the best style,
at moderate cost. Fresh Oysters, the largest
and best In town,done upin every style. Remem
ber the place and favor it with your patronage
when in town.

